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Abstract
A Mobile Cyber-Physical System Framework for Aiding People with Visual Impairment
by
Martin Goldberg
Advisor: Professor Zhanyang Zhang
It is a challenging problem for researchers and engineers in the assistive technology (AT)
community to provide suitable solutions for visually impaired people (VIPs) through AT to
meet orientation, navigation and mobility (ONM) needs. Given the spectrum of assistive
technologies currently available for the purposes of aiding VIPs with ONM, our literature
review and survey have shown that there is a reluctance to adopt these technological solutions
in the VIP community.
Motivated by these findings, we think it critical to re-examine and rethink the approaches
that have been taken. It is our belief that we need to take a different and innovative approach
to solving this problem. We propose an integrated mobile cyber-physical system framework
(MCPSF) with an ‘agent’ and a ‘smart environment’ to address VIP’s ONM needs in urban
settings. For example, one of the essential needs for VIPs is to make street navigation
easier and safer for them as pedestrians. In a busy city neighborhood, crossing a street is
problematic for VIPs: knowing if it is safe; knowing when to cross; and being sure to remain
on path and not collide or interfere with objects and people. These remain issues keeping
VIPs from a truly independent lifestyle.
In this dissertation, we propose a framework based on mobile cyber-physical systems
(MCPS) to address VIP’s ONM needs. The concept of mobile cyber-physical systems is in-
tended to bridge the physical space we live in with a cyberspace filled with unique information
coming from IoT devices (Internet of Things) which are part of Smart City infrastructure.
The devices in the IoT may be embedded in different kinds of physical structures. People
with vision loss or other special needs may have difficulties in comprehending or perceiving
iv
signals directly in the physical space, but they can make such connections in cyberspace.
These cyber connections and real-time information exchanges will enable and enhance their
interactions in the physical space and help them better navigate through city streets and
street crossings.
As part of the dissertation work, we designed and implemented a proof of concept proto-
type with essential functions to aid VIP’s for their ONM needs. We believe our research and
prototype experience opened a new approach to further research areas that might enhance
ONM functions beyond our prototype with potential commercial product development.
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Recent technological advances have made things easier for visually impaired people in their
work and study. However, the problem of being able to go from place to place safely and
securely is still to be addressed. Crossing the street is problematic. Several mobility issues
still discourage VIPs from a truly independent lifestyle:
• Knowing when to cross,
• Knowing if it is safe to make the crossing, and
• Being sure to remain on path and not collide or interfere with objects and other people.
Some assistive technologies (AT) exist and are utilized. One such example is the accessible
pedestrian signal. Another example is augmentation to the path through specialized physical
formations directing the cane user on how to go. These and other such technologies require
changes to the physical environment. They are expensive and are limited in how effective
they are in improving this problematic situation.
In our literature review, we studied what was available in terms of AT for orientation,
navigation and mobility (ONM). We conducted a survey to evaluate and confirm what has
been inferred in the literature about the adoptability issue. We looked at systems being
proposed by the research community and recognized that most were not being adopted by
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the community for whom they were designed [10, 51]. Our survey [32] found that only GPS
based solutions intended for the general public are widely utilized.
We investigated why this problem of adoptability persists. We analyzed the social, tech-
nological and economic aspects of this issue and highlighted the root causes of this problem.
We realized there is a fundamental limitation to most of the technological solutions which
are based on a ‘passive’1 approach.
By ‘passive’, we refer to the fact that with technological solutions
• They rely on personal devices to discover the environment and what service it can offer
to people with special needs;
• The personal devices have to process information observed/obtained from the environ-
ment and figure out how to respond/react;
• The environment knows little or nothing about the people coming into the vicinity and
thus cannot offer any unique aid to persons with special needs.
In short, there is little or no communication between the person navigating the environ-
ment and the environment itself.
On reflection about what has been reported in the literature [32, 51] on the adoptabil-
ity issue and the root causes of the problem revealed in the survey, we ask ourselves two
fundamental questions:
1. Who knows the environment better than the environment itself?
2. Who understands the person navigating the environment better than that individual?
The answers seem very clear to us. Why should we put all the burden of analyzing and
interpreting environments on devices carried by pedestrians? And, why should we expect
an environment to know the special needs of each person? Why not let the pedestrian and
1 We have elected to use single quotes to emphasize our terminology, such as ‘agent’, terms used by other
sources, such as ‘perfect storm’, and words used in a particular sense, such as ‘know’. Double quotes are
used to show quotes, speech and questions.
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the environment communicate and interact with one another? Many cities have taken on
smart city and urban computing initiatives. Disjoint sensor networks have been deployed in
various parts of the city. These include motion sensors, video cameras, biological sensors,
audio recorders, fire detectors, gunshot location systems, and other monitoring tools. As our
cities get ‘smarter’, we should address a range of special needs to improve the quality of life
for people with disabilities.
We therefore conclude that we need to take a different approach in order to change this
situation. In this dissertation we have proposed a mobile cyber-physical system2 framework
(MCPSF) with the following objectives:
1. The framework should be able to integrate all aspects of an environment’s information
(traffic signaling, traffic dynamics, movement of pedestrians, etc.).
2. The framework should allow for people outfitted with mobile devices and other IoT
peripherals to communicate with the environment, getting ‘real time’ data about the
environment and the goings on within.
3. The framework should let the environment perform most of the heavy computation
and storage tasks.
4. With the environment doing the heaviest lifting, the personal mobile devices can be
smaller, using less power – therefore becoming more affordable for people.
5. The framework should be flexible enough to utilize both current and future technology
and be able to interface with off-the-shelf products.
In our proposed MCPSF we define a ‘smart environment’ and an ‘agent’. A smart envi-
ronment (SE) is a cyber-entity that will host information about the physical environment it
2 see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyber-physical_system.
Mobile cyber-physical systems, in which the physical system under study has inherent mobility,
are a prominent subcategory of cyber-physical systems.
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represents and communicate this knowledge as required. We also define an agent, an indi-
vidual outfitted with a personal internet of things (IoT) made up of sensors and actuators
pertinent to the needs of the given individual. This personal IoT then communicates via a
mobile device – known as the personal information hub (PIH) – with the smart environment
(SE).
To guide our design process, we devised a scenario depicting the efforts of a totally blind
individual, Bob, to get from a point in New York City to a desired destination several streets
away. We considered what might happen to our subject and how we could help him deal
with the issues that might arise. This scenario helps us to define both the agent and the SE
in detail and to meet their expected functionality.
In order to prove the concept of the framework, we built a prototype with essential
functions that would demonstrate how it can assist a VIP navigate city streets.
When building our prototype, we looked at the problems of handling several agents at
once. We investigated how different, disparate devices would interact. We defined messaging
codes that could be used to effectively transmit important information between machines,
with a means of parsing such messages to be turned into human comprehensible output. For
example, the output could be haptic (vibrations or braille) or audible. Then we devised a
method of exchanging messages between the various processes running on the SE. In order to
showcase how this would work in a lab setting, we produced a demo based on our previously
discussed scenario.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: In chapter 2 we present our
literature review about the related work in the context of helping VIPs with their ONM
needs. In chapter 3, we describe our survey and result analysis. We define the problem
we aim to solve and what would be suitable solutions that VIPs would prefer; then we
propose our mobile cyber-physical system framework in chapter 4. Chapter 5 is dedicated to
describing our proof of concept prototype and showing how the prototype works in action.
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We then conclude the dissertation with a summary of achieved objectives and areas for future
research in chapter 6.




Related Work: Literature Review
We begin with a literature review of work related to the subject of this dissertation. In
response to a recent book describing the five forces of the new technological world [84],
we realized that the forces described – mobile devices, sensors, location awareness, social
media and data – are basic building blocks of our research work. Thus we conducted this
review to examine the state-of-art technologies in these five areas and explore their potential
applications as AT solutions for helping VIPs.
They’re everywhere. The five forces of context are at your fingertips when
you touch a screen. They know where you are and in what direction you are
headed when you carry a smartphone. They are in your car to warn you when
you are too close to something else. They are in traffic lights, stores and even
pills.
…
All five of these forces – mobile, social media, data, sensors and location –
are enjoying an economic sweet spot.
– From Scoble, Robert; Israel, Shel. Age of Context: Mobile, Sensors, Data and
the Future of Privacy [84]. Patrick Brewster Press. Kindle Edition.
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Scoble and Israel have defined these ‘five forces of the Age of Context’. The authors are
primarily concerned with how this ‘Age of Context’ may undermine our sense of privacy.
They hail the ‘perfect technological storm’ of the Age of Context, citing five forces: mobile
devices, sensors, location-based services, social media, and data. (Note: We have rearranged
the order of the ‘forces’ as we will later refer to them.)
We are to consider how these ‘forces’ have been, and might be, used to help with devel-
oping assistive technologies with respect to mobility. Mobility is a key issue in allowing the
visually impaired to become active and productive members of society. It is our intention to
look at these forces both individually and together. We need to ask how we might harness
the power of this ‘storm’ in our efforts to better the mobility of VIPs.
VIPs constitute approximately 2.5% of the population1. They are of all races and genders
and are thus a considerable cross-section of society. They experience needs particular to their
specific disabilities. However, it appears that when assistive technologies are developed, they
are adopted by the general public for use as well. A case in point is that of DragonSpeak
which was designed to aid blind writers with ease of producing documents. It has been
quite widely adopted in the medical profession as a means of transcribing notes taken during
patient sessions2. Thus, studying and understanding how these forces affect us and how they
might be harnessed to aid with assistive technologies has much to offer.
In order to make things clear, we think it wise to consider a few definitions as they may
have different meanings to researchers of other fields.
• VIP: visually impaired person - either with limited sight, but still having some vision;
or, having so little or no sight as to be considered unable to use natural vision in any
meaningful way.
• Mobility: the area of dealing with a VIP’s ability to ‘get out and about’, preferably
without needing a helper’s assistance.
1 National Federation of the Blind 2014 Statistics. https://nfb.org/blindness-statistics
2 This has been discussed with at least four doctors who talk about it as common practice.
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• Wayfinding: deciding a correct or optimal path to get from one location to another.
• Navigation: the process of managing the traversal decided by wayfinding, being able
to avoid hindrances or other dangers — such as holes or edges.
• Orientation:
– defining the correct direction to follow;
– or, defining the direction the VIP is facing.
In this review, it is our goal to look at these forces as they apply to our work in assistive
technology research, considering in particular how they apply to helping visually impaired
persons (VIPs) to manage with mobility.
Let us first explain the five forces as described in the Age of Context and briefly point
out our intentions to apply them to help VIPs:
• Mobile Devices
Here the authors talk about the ever increasing number of smartphones and tablets
that are everywhere today. They then go on to discuss wearables, in particular Google
Glass. Written in 2013, this book does not refer to the smartwatches that are becoming
more available as we write this review.
• Sensors
The authors portray sensors as small devices that can keep track of most things. They
are primarily concerned with the collection of personal data. In our case, we will
consider the use of sensors to make people’s lives easier by extending or enhancing our
sensing ability of the physical world.
• Location Based Services
Here the authors concern themselves with Apple and Google Maps, noting that Google
wants to know everything about you. Whereas, we are considering aiding VIPs with
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mobility issues. Knowing where the subject is and having a reference to his/her sur-
roundings can be very helpful.
• Social Media
“Social media is essential to the new Age of Context. It is in our online conversations
that we make it clear what we like, where we are and what we are looking for” [84].
We would like to see what impact the social media could have on VIPs - good or bad.
• Data
The authors talk about how much data there is, and how online, searchable data
is increasing in ways we could not have conceived of before. Notably, they concern
themselves with the way so much data is handled and searched through in what they
call the miracle of ‘little data’. As we will see, finding the proverbial needle in the
haystack is more doable than previously believed. How could we make use of this for
serving the VIPs?
We will look at each force individually, concentrating on the tangible3 forces in the first
place, looking at mobile devices in section 2.1; sensors in section 2.2; and, location awareness
in section 2.3. Then we will review the two forces that drive this ‘Age of Context’: social
media in section 2.4 and data in section 2.5. In the later part of this review we will consider
how these forces have been integrated in section 2.6, summing up our understanding in the
last section, section 2.7.
2.1 Mobile Devices
Mobile devices are a key aspect of assistive technologies. This was recognized back in 2000 [1]
when the author described the impact mobile devices would have on VIPs, ostensibly freeing
3 The ‘tangible’ forces would be the forces ready to hand and easy to hold. So – mobile devices, sensors
and location awareness – are ‘tangible’. Social media and data would constitute the ‘intangible’ forces in
that they are useful in the background and most likely to aid VIPs indirectly.
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them of the ‘tether’ to their homes. VIPs are thus allowed to go about while still having
the security of being able to contact others if needed. Indeed, mobile devices were far more
ubiquitous in the communities they ‘untethered’; early mobile devices such as laptops and
cell phones freed both VIPs and non-VIPs alike. Scoble & Israel, however, do not consider
laptops and other typical handheld devices to be relevant to their ‘Age of Context’ paradigm
unless they are connected seamlessly to the Internet and have sensors. However they are
also among the mobile devices that benefit VIPs.
In their 2008 presentation [60], Manduchi and Coughlan preempted our discussion as
they noted:
Computing power, communications and Internet access are becoming increas-
ingly untethered from the desktop and moving to the realm of portable, wireless
technology.
Devices such as mobile (cell) phones and PDAs (personal digital assistants) have
become affordable and ubiquitous, and offer not only substantial computational
power but also telephone and Internet access, as well as a variety of sensors such
as cameras, GPS and RFID readers.
…
there is enormous potential to harness their capabilities for use in assistive tech-
nology. As of yet [2008], however, this potential remains largely untapped, with
very few commercially available systems of this type.
In their article [59], published the same year, the authors presented the use of the cell
phone with a camera held on a necklace for detecting the way in front of the user (figure
2.1). This is but one early example of the use of a cell phone with a camera as a vision
processor.
This discussion was further extended in 2012 [61] where the authors argue that computer
vision is the optimal solution to aiding VIPs with mobility. They cover a range of relevant
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Figure 2.1: Manduchi/Coughlan use of a mobile camera [59]
topics, such as the variance in VIP needs and abilities, a few algorithms and - in the main -
the use of the camera enabled mobile phone as the Electronic Travel Aid (ETA) of choice.
Much has changed in the years since and one can find a veritable plethora of articles
regarding applications one can use for guidance and monitoring on mobile and/or portable
devices – including cell phones. In the following paragraphs we will consider some of those
most pertinent to aiding VIPs.
2.1.1 Mobile v. Portable Devices
Both mobile and portable devices are small enough to be carried around, as the adjectives
‘mobile’ and ‘portable’ imply. A portable device can include a cane, a calculator and a
wristwatch. Mobile devices are a subset of portable devices that specifically have both a
modicum of computation power and can communicate with other devices. Thus, the most
prolific mobile device of the current moment – i.e. Summer 2015 – is the smartphone. Also,
in this group are tablet and laptop computers. Traditionally, these devices have been called
handheld devices – defining their portability by use of hands. However, as has become appar-
ent over the past few years, non-handheld portable computation devices with connectivity
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are entering the mainstream – most noticeably is the Google Glass4, which is worn as a pair
of glasses, rather than carried. The Argus II [3] project uses glasses-mounted cameras which
communicate with a device worn on the body before communicating with the eye itself.
And, most recently, Apple has showcased its Apple Watch – originally released April 20155
– which is a small smartphone-like device worn like a wristwatch and synced to the iPhone,
presumably allowing the user the same access as the iPhone, i.e. activating the accessibility
functions of the device through the Personal Assistant (on the Apple this is Siri, on Google
Android devices - Google Now, and Microsoft has Cortana) (Fig 2.2).
In recent years, smartphones, equipped with cameras, accelerometers and accessibility
software have been adopted by blind users. We should ask, “How can we help here?” and,
“Is this the same for low-visioned individuals?”
Before we review a number of research papers, we would like to say a few words about the
author’s personal experience. As a VIP, with low-vision caused by central scotoma, he has
found it difficult to use smartphones, as they have very small screens. Text is often too small
to read reliably. And, many features hinder rather than aid him. However, Android phones
now have much improved magnification, activated by triple tapping the phone to toggle in
and out of full-screen magnified mode. This has greatly improved his personal ability to use
smartphones.
Tablets are more useful to him. They are also mobile, but larger and so more cumbersome
because they require the use of both hands. Nonetheless, having stretch screen technology
helps, especially when he is able to stretch to a usable size, keep it there while navigating the
screen (scrolling, drag and drop, etc.), then quickly resize. Desktop applications for VIPs
such as Zoom-Text and J.A.W.S.6 are not readily available on mobile devices.
VIPs with little to no vision tend to adopt the iPhone – ostensibly a plain glass surface
with a single easy-to-find button – as their device of choice. They can operate ‘Siri’ by
4 On January 15th 2015, Google announced that the Google Glass project was to be shelved, see the BBC
announcement: http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-30831128.
5 http://www.apple.com/watch/?cid=wwa-us-kwg-watch-com
6 acronym for Job Access With Speech
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pressing the button. With this personal assistant they can utilize VoiceOver to access all
the applications.
Figure 2.2: Smartphones displaying Personal Assistants - essential for VIPs – Left to Right:
Microsoft: Cortana; Apple: Siri; Google (Android): Google Now – (September 2014)
2.1.2 Tablets
A paper in CHI (2015) [33] explored the use of tablet computers by VIPs. The author had –
as a low-visioned individual – expressed a preference for tablets over smartphones because of
‘real-estate’, i.e the amount of screen space to work with. The paper deals with VIPs reliant
on haptic interfaces, speculating that, given better access to a full QUERTY keyboard, the
VIP could better use the tablet. They developed a product called SpacialTouch, which
purported to help speed up the use of a touch-screen keyboard. It is an interesting way to
go. But for mobility issues where hands-free is the by-word, this only highlights how this
technology fails the VIP.
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2.1.3 Smartphones
In an ERCIM workshop paper [1] written in 2000, predating the advent of the iPhone,
Abascal and Civit looked at how mobile phones were changing the world. They noted that
even blind users would adopt them as they provide a sense of autonomy and the implicit
security of having an always present device on which to make calls when and if the need
arose.
Thus, even 15 years ago, it was evident that mobile devices - in particular mobile tele-
phones – were going to enable VIPs to get out and about. The iPhone reached the market
in 2007. The personal assistant, ‘Siri’7, which gives the blind such good access to the iPhone
and its accessibility, was released to the public in 2011. In April, 2014 Microsoft released
Cortana8. As voice-activated and voice-propelled interaction with smartphones becomes
more prevalent, one can see the blind community becoming more used to it. One may pre-
sume that this will, with the right kind of software and hardware add-ons, greatly improve
blind mobility.
The PERCEPT [27] and, later, PERCEPT-II [29] projects are a good demonstration of
how mobile technology can be utilized for aiding VIPs with navigation and general mobility
(figure 2.3). The PERCEPT-II system was built to run on a mobile device. While the
authors talked specifically about smartphones and tablets this type of system is conceivably
transferable to other devices. The local system, i.e. the app on the mobile device, interfaces
with the environment – presuming the environment can communicate – and then with the
back-end databases that hold the essential data for the process.
What has made the smartphone the premier assistive technology in mobility thus far is
the rise of the Intelligent Personal Assistant. Major players in this arena and the related




Figure 2.3: PERCEPT-II as an example of the interactive nature of a good navigation system
Table 2.1: Prominent Intelligent Personal Assistants
Company Product OS Revealed Marketed
Google Google Now Android 2011 2012
Apple Siri iOS 2012 2013
Microsoft Cortana Windows Phone 8.1 2014 2015
For VIPs, it would seem that it was Siri that was the real breakthrough, as it could be
activated by a press of the only button on the interface. Having it activated, the users are
able to activate the other apps they can use.
The DUB Group9 at Washington State in Seattle has done work on understanding how
computers are – and can be – utilized by VIPs and persons with other disabilities. In their
2009 paper [46], they undertook a comprehensive study of twenty individuals with visual or
motor impairments and had them keep daily records of how they used mobile devices, in
particular their smartphones. Nineteen of the participants kept diaries. The study, intended
to discover needs of VIPs and others, reported:
• Their subjects actively researched new devices;
9 DUB = Design; Use; Build
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• People with disabilities typically rely on multiple devices “in the wild”;
• Use of specific devices is situational;
• They had difficulties with crowded spaces;
• Their experiences were subject to weather and lighting related problems.
A number of individual diary entries highlight the fact that this technology is not easy to
use in all circumstances. In particular, when the phone is used as an assistive device, using
it as a phone is impossible.
While this survey does not specifically relate to mobility, it does highlight relevant con-
cerns when developing solutions. Later work [6, 47] has been aimed at getting more out of
smartphones, including useful map reading and usable touch-screen keyboards. Other work
by this group includes the Virtual Braille project [43] which intends to create braille readers
for mobile phone touch screens through haptic output.
A pilot program [42] for navigating the Science Museum in New Delhi highlighted both
the positive and problematic aspects of using smartphones for navigation:
• Positive aspects: A simple ubiquitous device, the cell phone needs a simple app that
can read data provided by the environment and then pass this information on to a
VIP.
• Problematic aspects: In order for this to work, the environmental infrastructure
needs to be
1. built: Implementation in any truly usable fashion requires investment on the part
of the stake-holders; this includes monetary investment, planning and logistics.
Underlying it all, the buy-in of the institutions affected by the implementation.
2. maintained: Once built, corrections, updates and general maintenance are re-
quired. There is nothing worse than a redundant system for which no one has
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responsibility. Long-term predictions are difficult, but at least for the medium-
term, we should expect a commitment to keeping up a system.
This requires money, man-power and the continued interest of those who put the
plan into place in the first instance.
The paper used a museum as the environment. Museums typically build environments such
as are required here. Maintenance is also almost assured. However, this is not the case in
most needs-based scenarios.
It has become clear that the power of a smartphone is such that it is a fully capable
computer. Smartphones have access to data and services through Internet capabilities built
into their systems. The main problem is the amount of electrical power a smartphone can
supply before it needs to be recharged.
The smartphone is the basic device. It is easy for a VIP to use in that simple activation
of the personal assistant gives the user voice control over the device. In his thesis [103],
Zhong showed what can be done on the smartphone — both through photography and
through computer vision. His message, however, is clear that the smartphone, while having
some use, is still limited in how it services the VIP community. It is, however, mainly an
issue of software that then communicates externally and reports back to the user. It is
not necessarily a smart cellphone that is required. In the section 2.1.4, we will consider
wearable technologies, which purport to make the smart device interaction hands-free – a
major advantage for VIPs.
2.1.4 Wearable Technologies
In a way, smartphones – the prominent assistive technology at this time – are old news.
They have been around for over a decade. The new technologies that are appearing on the
scene are wearables — in particular, Google Glass, smart watches and others. If mobile
technologies untethered the user from the home, and smartphones gave them access to all
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kinds of assistive technology, wearables are the natural next step. They provide the user a
hands-free experience — effectively allowing VIPs use of the hands for other things, such as
canes.
Figure 2.4: Lin’s head worn prototype.
Lin [56] proposed a wearable technology to be worn on the head. The idea was to deal
with ‘hanging’ object avoidance. The prototype image is of a box with cameras facing out
(figure 2.4) – here we are reminded of Brabyn’s caution10 and realize that in order for this
technology to be adopted, it should be downsized and produced as an easily wearable device.
This is no small issue; if the VIP is unable or unwilling to wear the device, then the solution
is rendered futile.
At the MIT Media Lab [86], work was done on a finger reader. Ostensibly, this is a
camera worn on the knuckles and pointed to the tip of the finger. As such, the idea was to
10 In his presentation “A Lifetime of Mistakes”, Brabyn cautioned us against creating tools without keeping
the user in mind. They are not usually the young energetic people used in trial experimentation. As pertains
to this particular issue — design must consider how things look. http://www.ski.org/Rehab/Coughlan_
lab/General/Brabyn.pdf
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give a VIP11 the ability to point at some text needed while “on the go”. Thus this device is
a mobility aid that is hands-free.
In their article [99], a wristband was presented. The wristband purported to achieve the
hands-free promise of wearable technologies. An admirable start, unfortunately it could only
be used by connecting it to an Arduino single-board computer that in turn was tethered to
a wall socket for power. We have considered a similar, if somewhat more complex, approach
utilizing the Raspberry Pi v. 212. To solve the issue of power, we contemplated a battery
pack to power the device with the mobility expectancy of battery life to exceed an hour.
Work in the City College Visual Computing Lab (CCVCL) – to which the author belonged
– was done with regard to wearable technologies as aids for VIPs. In particular Palmer, et
al. [72] dealt with wearables that utilized range sensors which detect how far they are from
solid objects. They then relayed data to vibrating cells worn on the body and produced a
vibration that increases in intensity as the object got closer. Khoo, et al. [50] were able to
test the measurements of these wearables and other sensor based technologies in a virtual
environment that may be developed to aid VIPs.
2.1.4.1 Google Glass
Google Glass (Fig 2.513) is a wearable device. As the name suggests, it is worn as a pair of
glasses. However, instead of lenses, it has a glass prism with sensors hanging above one eye,
typically the right eye.
Wikipedia stated its features as 14:
11 It would seem that some vision was required for this idea as control of what the finger is pointing at
seems essential.
12 Released February 15, 2015.





Figure 2.5: Google Glass Explorer edition (September 2014)
• Touchpad: A touchpad is located on the side of Google Glass, allowing users to control
the device by swiping through a timeline-like interface displayed on the screen. Sliding
backward shows current events, such as weather, and sliding forward shows past events,
such as phone calls, photos, circle updates, etc.
• Camera: Google Glass has the ability to take photos and record 720p HD video.
• Display: The Explorer version of Google Glass uses a Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS),
field-sequential color, LED illuminated display. The display’s LED illumination is first
P-polarized and then shines through the in-coupling polarizing beam splitter (PBS) to
the LCoS panel. The panel reflects the light and alters it to S-polarization at active
pixel sites. The in-coupling PBS then reflects the S-polarized areas of light at 45o
through the out-coupling beam splitter to a collimation reflector at the other end.
Finally, the out-coupling beam splitter (which is a partially reflecting mirror, not a
polarizing beam splitter) reflects the collimated light another 45o and into the wearer’s
eye.
A recent article [4] is of interest. Though not strictly related to mobility, it nevertheless
dealt with the Google glass device as a wearable assistive technology. They used it here to
help with non-verbal cues derived from a face-to-face conversation. What was therefore of
interest was that, given how they used the Glass, it is very likely possible to adapt their
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basic algorithm and introduce other methods more conducive to the issue of mobility. In
particular, face recognition comes to mind as a way to aid both low-visioned and blind VIPs
to identify who is in their vicinity, which tangentially aids with the mobility issue.
At Nevada U. [25] a product named Headlock embraced the new wearable technology
and was designed for use with Google Glass and other head worn devices. Headlock helped
extend the range of a cane for distant object finding – such as doorways. The VIP still used
the cane to direct him/herself, only now the head-worn device could help discover elements
of interest that are beyond the cane’s reach, guiding the VIP to within cane detection range.
In a demonstration paper [36] the researchers proposed adding fluorescent optical markers
to help their blind navigator for Google Glass to be able to call their ego-motion function.
Thus the Glass could calculate a user’s rotation and translation in a dynamic environment.
Poleg [76] derived a similar idea using the video stream capture with temporal segmentation
to calculate the motion of the user.
2.1.4.2 Smart Watches
In his May, 2014 literature review, Johnson15 explored the advantages and disadvantages
of smart watch technology; He studied the Pebble and drew conclusions about possible use
of this kind of device. Although no specific mention was made with regard to VIPs and
mobility, this review sheds light on the personal area network (PAN) idea, which – when
combining with the other ‘forces’ – may prove to be a good approach to enabling VIPs with
mobility. In his proposal paper written at the same time, Johnson16 outlines his project for
communicating between smart watch and smartphone.
The authors and designers of ‘Duet’ [16] - an application for coordinating interaction
between smart wear (watches, glasses, bracelets, etc.) - have studied the benefits and prob-
15 Kyle Mills Johnson, “Literature Review: An investigation into the usefulness of the Smart Watch
Interface for university students and the types of data they would require” http://www.cs.ru.ac.za/
research/g10j6110/Kyle%20M.%20Johnson%20-%20BSc%20(Hons)%20Thesis.pdf (2014)
16 Kyle Mills Johnson, “An Investigation into the Smart Watch Interface and the User Driven Data
Requirements for its Applications”, http://www.cs.ru.ac.za/research/g10j6110/FinalProposal-K.M.
Johnson.pdf (2014)
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lems found in use of smartwear and smartphones, mainly the issue of line-of-sight. But it
certainly bodes well for VIPs that the technology is here and with some improvement should
be able to be turned into a very usable system with much potential.
Twyman et. al. [92] considered how best to adapt smart watches. In this instance, they
used the smooth glass face of the device as a haptic output device. As smart watches use
touch-screens, they used speech technology [6] on a new device. Thus they were attempting
to make the output device hands-free.
In a recent survey of smart watches and their potential, Valizadeh17 revealed how the
Apple Watch could help VIPs – now hands-free, much in the same way as an iPhone18.
2.1.5 Discussion
Wright and Keith’s [96] article proclaimed: “If the Tech Fits, Wear it!”. Their focus was on
medical uses of wearables, but the value to us here is their description of what is anticipated
in terms of wearable technology in the next decade. When discussing sensors, they were
primarily concerned with bio-scanning technologies. What we need to consider, therefore, is
how we can utilize what is out there and reconstitute their application to our needs - that
being assistive technology.
Ultimately, when considering the environment, we must have intelligent systems which
can listen for and communicate with a random user when that user comes into the vicinity.
Scoble and Israel mentioned the Tom Cruise movie “Minority Report”19. While futuristic,
this concept is what we have in mind. We conceive of an interactive environment that can
guide the user safely through whatever is required.
[95] presented an understanding of using wearables for VIP mobility issues. While some-
what inconclusive in their findings, noting that more research on how VIPs would work with




19 2002, Starring Tom Cruise. There is a scene where Cruise’s character is running through a mall – as he
does so, the mall is scanning his retina to identify him and is sending him advertisements.
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this technology, they nevertheless condoned the use of wearables as the next step in assistive
technologies for mobility.
In recent work we have looked at the communication issues with combining intelligent
environments with wearable personal area networks20 The literature definitely points towards
wearable technology; we want to expand on this, creating more robust solutions that will
tailor to a wider population.
2.2 Sensors
Scoble and Israel think that sensors are ubiquitous. In a conversation with a certain Google
person21 on assisting VIPs with sensors, we were asked, “Why not just throw a million [or
was it a billion] dollars at the problem?” Indeed, science fiction is all too ready to presume
that computers – through the use of sensors - will be able to do almost anything. This
presumption is – to say the least – presumptuous. Understanding what sensors are, how
they might be applied, and what is necessary to have them perform as required is a study
within itself. We will consider them in brief here.
A good definition of a sensor is:
. . . a transducer whose purpose is to sense (that is, to detect) some character-
istic of its environs. It detects events or changes in quantities and provides a
corresponding output, generally as an electrical or optical signal.22
We can also consider an actuator, which inversely, causes these changes or events, and
is complementary to a sensor in this respect. As such we will consider both sensors and
actuators as a single force, particularly as utilized to aid VIPs.
20 We would hope to have something that would appeal to VIPs and thus hopefully get them to adopt the
approach.
21 Casual conversation with a Google salesperson
22 from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor
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Many sensors are used in our everyday world. We define several categories:23 sound,
image, depth and distance, localization, force, etc.
In the following subsections, we will discuss each of the sensors listed above, empha-
sizing how they assist VIPs. When we discuss sensors, we may include those sensors that
obtain sensory information from the environment as well as those sensors of users to accept
information.
2.2.1 Sound Sensors
Devices used to transduce sound to and from electric current are pervasive and quite central
to devices created to assist VIPs.
Microphones[17] for audio input and speakers for audio output are the most typical of
these. When sight is limited, one of most efficient means of delivering instructions and of
receiving response is audibly. Desktop computers have had applications built to aid in this
respect. With the profusion of smaller digital sensors, these are becoming readily available
on even the smallest devices. Smart phone technology has certainly adapted these into their
firmware and software.
As far as the totally blind are concerned, audio is often the optimum source of reference
available to them. However, audible output – in particular – can be problematic, as when
multiple instances of audio are being broadcast simultaneously. There can be confusion, not
to mention disruption. Since hearing is a very important sense to VIPs, impeding one’s
hearing by covering the ear with ear phones can be a problem. Thus when considering audio
as a means of output, we must be careful to consider the environment in which it is to be
used. Bone-conducting phones would be a partial solution, as would be haptic feedback.
23 Based on slides taken from: Lecture on Sensors from Stanford U.
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2.2.2 Image Sensors
Image sensing is done mainly through cameras [91]. The digital versions are devices that
capture light in various degrees of resolution and can transduce the resultant matrix of cap-
tured light into sets of numerical values. Typically these “images” are stored such that we
can access individual pixels and determine their color intensities, with the ability to relate a
given pixel to the matrix in which it exists. This said, the sub-disciplines of image process-
ing, computer graphics and computer vision exist to best decide how to utilize this input.
Cameras are used in most attempts to aid VIPs; audio notwithstanding, when attempting
to understand a given situation, images are most often the best descriptors of what is in the
immediate vicinity. The great challenge is, then, to interpret this data in a usable way.
In their work [93], Vázquez and Steinfeld pointed out a serious issue with VIPs and
camera sensing. Due to the lack of good vision with both relevant humans and machines,
accurate camera pointing is not assured. They noted many instances in which VIPs might
utilize a camera. However, we are chiefly interested in the mobility related issues. Their
solution utilized a process known as focalization, which was handled between a user and a
system that processed input data and rectified the camera angle so as to get an accurate
image.
2.2.3 Depth and Distance Sensors
Depth and distance are typically measures utilizing either light or sound. In both cases the
sensor emits some energy and collects it on the rebound, calibrating the time taken for the
signal to return. Thus, based on either the speed of light or of sound, the distance (or depth)
can be calculated.
Long range sensors such as Sonar and RADAR are used to locate objects in the vicinity.
For shorter, more exacting distances, infra-red, laser and ultrasound are used with varying
degrees of accuracy over different distances. Lasers, for instance can measure quite well
and accurately over long distances (e.g. 50 meters) and are typically accurate in terms of
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millimeters but are relatively more expensive. Ultrasound is useful over medium distances
(within 10 meters), but accuracy in both distances and angles is limited to knowing something
is close or far within a few centimeters. Infra-red is optimal for measuring accurate depth,
but is severely limited in range (within a few meters) and effectiveness under certain lighting
conditions.
Some work has been done utilizing sound producing devices used by totally sightless
VIPs. These tend to be expensive and are not readily adopted. Some devices utilizing sound
as a feedback approach proved to be sensorially overwhelming with prolonged use, and as a
rule they are not readily adopted by the blind community.
A laser range finder typically needs to be coupled with other feedback approaches in order
to be properly utilized, but as a data source is most likely the best distance measurement,
utilizing time-of-flight to calculate depth to a very acute measurement, with millimeter
accuracy.
Sekiguchi et. al [85] proposed a wearable system to aid VIPs with navigating T-junctions
and forks while traversing indoor passages. In their system, they applied depth data collected
by a laser sensor (figure. 2.6), which utilized a time-of-flight scan on a 2D plane. The
calibration was modified by an on-board gyroscope on the printed circuit inside the sensing
device.
Figure 2.6: The Sekiguchi team laser sensor
LIDAR and other laser scanning techniques have been around for some time (since the




We will consider the larger topic of localization in the subsequent section relating to Location
Awareness in section 2.3. From a sensors perspective, we concern ourselves with GPS and
Dead Reckoning.
GPS (Global Positioning System) is a means by which electromagnetic signals are received
by a decoder that can calibrate when and from how far away the signal was sent. By
triangulation of three such signals, a 2-dimensional location can be calibrated. With four
signals, a 3-dimensional location can be calculated. These measurements depend on both
direct line-of-sight and very precise time measurements (using atomic clocks); as the signals
come from Earth’s orbit, minor discrepancies in the data can cause serious error in the
readings. Brady [10] comments that VIPs are so dependent on GPS for not getting lost that
they will carry a GPS device used in cars in addition to the GPS app they have on their
smart phones. As we will discuss later, location awareness is a major issue with VIP mobility
issues.
Another form of locating oneself is through “Dead Reckoning”, referring to where the
sensors are able to pinpoint (even in 3-D space) where a device is and how it is moving and
oriented. We will look at this in the following subsections.
2.2.4.1 Force Sensors
Here we observe transducers that receive pressure and respond accordingly. Most typically,
with electronic systems these are switches and buttons. By way of programming, they
activate some functionality. Keyboards and keypads are good examples of pressure-based
sensing. Another much used pressure-sensing technique is the touch screen: pressure can
be measured by surface acoustic waves which when disturbed calibrate where the touch
happened. This is similar to how, when one clicks on a mouse, the place on the screen is
calibrated and a correct response given.
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Another form of this is the use of micro dielectric cables which form a mesh across a
surface and can respond to touch without the internal calibration. This is a much more
expensive option that is not usable with glass surfaces but is utilized for non-glass surfaces.
Recent advances in flexible cables hold the promise of tactile clothing [14, 37, 77, 87].
One of the best means of device accessibility among sightless VIPs is through touch.
Braille, used for reading and writing, was developed based on this. Today, electronic braille
is available. As a means of input to and output from electronic systems, the haptic approach
is clearly optimal for VIPs to adopt. Unless also touch impaired, the totally blind use their
fingers to explore and control. Thus, buttons, small impressions and embossed artifacts are
usable with proper training and good understanding of where each button is in relation to
the others. One reason the Apple iPhone has become so popular among the VIP community
is that it requires only the press of an easily found, lone button on the panel to activate the
voice control and thus is easy to use.
2.2.5 Some Additional Sensors
Here we will consider devices that have been created to sense data more complex than
humans can perceive. Over time, these have been digitized and miniaturized such that they
can be implanted into mobile devices as small as smart phones.
2.2.5.1 Accelerometers
An accelerometer is a device used to measure proper acceleration.In other words it measures
the g-force being applied to an object. Human-computer interaction (HCI) applications [52]
use these sensors to keep track of how the hand is moving.
2.2.5.2 Gyroscopes
Gyroscopes were created to deal with moving environments, such as on board a sea-going
vessel, where pendulums and other such devices suffered from error due to constant motion.
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Originally rather large devices, they have been modified into computer chips and much minia-
turized. These, along with accelerometers, are used in smartphones to aid with rectifying
orientation.
2.2.5.3 Magnetometers
As their name suggests, they are used to measure either the strength of a magnetic field
or how fast the field is moving. In smartphones, these are used to aid with compass based
applications.
2.2.5.4 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
IMUs are combinations of accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers. They have been
used to help collect data on devices use for SLAM (Simultaneous Location And Mapping) in
robotic applications, where the IMU helps calibrate the roll and yaw of a device in motion[22].
Kang [48] made an interesting use of IMUs (see section 2.3.1.1).
In general, none of these sensor devices are of particular help with current assistive
technologies; however, as we consider how we might integrate a network of sensors into a
workable system. The IMU may prove a useful tool for keeping track of individual device
position and orientation.
2.2.5.5 Antennas
Antennas are used to transduce electric signals into radio waves and vice-versa. They are
necessary for any wireless communication. Antenna size is dependent on wavelength, which
is inverse to frequency. As a result of the FCC’s allowing the MHz and GHz spectra for WiFi,
Bluetooth and other such technologies, very small antennas can be inserted into dongles and
imprinted on circuit boards.
Bluetooth technology was originally built to facilitate data transfer. It is also capable
of reporting the distance between transmitter and receiver. Many companies are producing
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beacon-based indoor navigation systems, for example, Nokia and IBM. An American-Israeli
company named SPREO, founded in 2013, also provided a Bluetooth beacon-signal-based
indoor navigation service, and claimed an accuracy of 1.5m. The system is used in many
industrial areas, in hospitals, for events and trade shows, in museums, in retail stores, for
transportation and on university campuses.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) uses the electromagnetic field wirelessly to trans-
fer data for automatic identification and to track tags attached to objects. As opposed to
barcodes, RFID tags do not necessarily have to be within the line of sight of the reader and
may be embedded into the tracked objects.
WiFi24 is a local area technology that allows an electronic device to exchange data or
to connect to the Internet using 2.4GHz UHF or 5GHz SHF radio waves. Besides the data
exchange function (similar to Bluetooth), WiFi is also used by many organizations and
companies, such as Google, in localization and navigation devices.
Antennas are in use for all types of devices. They address our concern about enabling
mobile devices to communicate with the outside world. When considering use of RFIDs and
Beacons for localization, antenna size and available wavelength become important consider-
ations.
2.2.6 RGB-D Cameras
RGB-D cameras utilize both what we would consider a standard full color digital camera –
the RGB referring to the three color bands for which intensities are captured (Red, Green,
Blue) – and a depth detector, usually a combination of an infra-red projector and a sensor
that captures the returning light waves as they bounce off the surface being measured. A
more detailed discussion of this will be handled in section 2.5.
Here the challenge is to understand what can be achieved by RGB-D cameras. In our re-
cent paper [55], we explored the possibility of using depth data to augment the regular image
24 also spelled ‘Wi–Fi’ or ‘Wifi’
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Figure 2.7: Overview of RGB-D Mapping. The algorithm uses both sparse visual features
and dense point clouds for frame-to-frame alignment and loop closure detection. The surfel
representation is updated incrementally. [38]
of a face to better perform face recognition. This is one of many such RGB-D applications
released in the past few years.
An interesting application of the RGB-D device – the Kinect [54] – has been shown to be
partially useful in detecting an elevator in an indoor environment. The setup (see figure 2.8)
shows at once the viability of the project and the inherent awkwardness of this approach,
suggesting that we need to consider a less cumbersome approach to assistive technology.
Figure 2.8: Subject using the Kinect-Enhanced Cane [54]
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2.2.7 Using the Body as a Sensor
Nature uses sensors all the time; the human body is no different in this respect. What
we now know, though, is that it is not the sense organs (eyes, ears, etc.) that process the
information into comprehensible data. Rather, it is the brain itself that does the processing,
compiling input from the organs. Work utilizing this fact has been done with projects such
as Argus II and Brainport. It should be noted here that, for totally blind VIPs, even the
barest minimum of sight restoration is tremendous. We are in the pioneering stage of such
experiments, so the hope that this can be realized is not without merit.
2.2.7.1 Argus II
Argus II is an example of how sensors are utilized to aid the totally blind. It is a system
that allows for a prosthetic eye by having a camera take an image in front of the user. The
image is processed through a computer — transmitted to an array of 6× 10 electrodes that
are then attached to the retina where the signal is transduced from the wires to the cells of
the retina. This has met with some success and is now commercially available. [3, 20]
2.2.7.2 Brainport
The Brainport system tries to utilize the tongue as a sensing device. Scientists contemplate
that, since the visual cortex is not being fully utilized due to the lack of data being streamed
from the eyes, some form of data recognition might be achieved by having the body use the
tongue to ‘see’. This utilizes camera data fed to a pad of electrodes (between 100 and 600
depending on the testing unit) that stimulate the tongue in a 3cm by 3cm area at 30 frames
per second. It has yet to be proven as an effective tool [19]25.
25 We had the opportunity in our lab to have a student who was a subject of a clinical trial of this product.
We learned from him that there are many issues with using this device, including extremely limited data
and heavy fatigue after relatively short usage.
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2.2.8 Haptic Output and Tactile Graphics
Another approach to aiding the totally blind is to provide haptic output, which is output
that can be sensed through touch. Most commonly known to us is braille, which is a form of
writing that can be interpreted by users running their fingers over a preset encoded alphabet
that is embossed onto a surface. This non-digital technology has found its digital equivalence
in electronic braille keyboards and output devices [75].
Tactile output has always been a consideration for VIPs, as it is a means by which
they get outputted information. Prior to computerized tactile solutions, embossed material
representing some output – for instance, braille – was the medium of choice. Electronically
generated tactile output is useful in that, unlike its physical counterpart, it can be readily
redrawn. Physical tactile graphics have the problem of taking time to produce. In addition,
they cannot be updated. The electronic option does not have this issue – in much the same
way electronic documents best physical documents in this respect in everyday usage.
Figure 2.9: Tactile Map use in Brock’s user study
VIPs, however, have relied on haptic interaction for much of their ‘classic’ interfacing
with text and graphics. It has been observed26 that electronic tactile output is far less
legible than physical tactile output as it relies on electronic pulses being emitted and is more
26 Dr. Giudice of U. Maine at a presentation to CUNY, July 22, 2015
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difficult to distinguish. It is possible that electronically generated graphics may be rendered
on tactile – non-electronic – screens27 and thus provide a solution.
A decade ago, Miele et al. [65] presented an idea for electronic tactile interfaces. They
covered the early development of physical tactile maps and detailed how they envisioned
using a product named TMAP28 which would render audible as well as tactile output. In a
more recent paper [12], a similar idea29 was presented. Figure 2.9 depicts the device used in
Brock’s user study30.
Work has been done at Arizona State University [63] and at CUNY City College [50] to
create vibrating wearable technology that uses the body as a sensor in response to vibrations.
These vibrations are generated from data collected by another sensor such as an infra-red
depth detector. Signals are then passed to the wearer, giving him/her contextual information
about where s/he is and how close s/he might be to certain objects. Similar work has been
done by Roberto Manduchi’s Lab [26].
2.2.9 Discussion
Sensors are very much a part of everyone’s daily life. Indeed, digital sensors are becoming
ubiquitous. VIPs typically are people who either lack or seriously lose use of one of the body’s
five most basic sensors – the eyes. As far as mobility is concerned, vision plays a central
part to being able to find one’s way, to orient oneself, and to assure oneself of the safety of
going places. Computer science in particular, and more specifically computer vision, is the
optimal place to research the use of sensors and understand how they should be utilized to
better aid VIPs with mobility issues.
27 As mentioned in section 2.1, some research into electronically driven tactile screens where the reader
has an actual physical tactile output is being considered.
28 Acronym for Tactile Maps Automated Production
29 References in this paper do not cite Miele’s paper
30 See Brock’s homepage at http://people.bordeaux.inria.fr/abrock/.
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2.3 Location Awareness
When dealing with location awareness, there are three situations which concern the VIP:
• Where I am and where I need to go
This entails planning the route and following it from beginning to end.
• Where I am in reference to where I need to be
Consider the situation where the VIP got off-track and needs to get back to the planned
path.
• Where am I?
Dealing with the situation where the VIP has become totally lost.
Scoble and Israel [84] called this “Location Based Services” and concentrate on how
advertisers are able to customize their message (especially political messages) to location-
specific demographics. Underlying their thesis is the complaint that Google et al. can ‘know’
where you are all the time.
Where VIPs are concerned, this is of paramount and positive importance. We look at
mobility from two perspectives that concern the average VIP. The first of these is navigational
directions: i.e., making sure that they are correctly and safely going where they need to go
– avoiding objects, people, etc. The other big concern is the spatial context, i.e. knowing
where they are in reference to the greater world. This is not limited to VIPs; everyone needs
to know where s/he is and uses visual clues where possible to get his/her bearings. For a
VIP who gets lost, not being able to orient oneself by way of visual clues is quite traumatic.
This is evidenced in the Kane survey [46] .
2.3.1 GPS based Localization
Research in making the GPS31 capability of smartphones available to VIPs was done in 2007
[40].
31 Global Positioning System
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Table 2.2: GPS solutions for VIPs
Product Software Device Notes
Loadstone GPS Symbian OS Symbian (Nokia) Since 2006
LoroDux Java ME non-specific Utilizes OpenStreetMaps,
under development
Mobile Geo Windows Mobile Windows enabled Seamless integrated with Mobile Speak
Devices
BlindSquare iOS iPhones Based on FourSquare
combined with OpenStreetMaps
Trekker Breeze Firmware HumanWare Device, not app for smartphone
Previously Trekker (2003)
Requires preset routes to work
BrailleNote GPS Firmware HumanWare PDA, allows note taking
and recording of points of interest
Table 2.232 lists the available GPS devices and applications for VIPs (as of 2015). GPS
technology is based on geo-synchronized satellites orbiting the Earth. For a two-dimensional
location, three signals must be received; for a three-dimensional reading, four signals are
required. As GPS is based on direct line-of-sight signals, it is not totally reliable. In urban
environments where VIPs need assistance the most, signal deflection can be an issue and
any interference – such as cloud cover – can affect true readings. However GPS technology
is still useful to VIPs as a general area localization instrument.
2.3.1.1 When GPS is not Available
When GPS is not available or its signals are bad, which occurs mostly in an indoor environ-
ment or an urban setting, technologies based on antennas are used for localization. These
include Bluetooth beacons, RFID, and WiFi and have been discussed in section 2.2.5.5.
Kang introduced SmartPDR [48], in which he adopted robot location methods to humans.
He reckoned that human considerations add more complexity than do robots, as human
movement is more dynamic and arbitrary. Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) - as Kang
shows - has been much discussed. GPS can typically only be used outside, where a satellite
32 Compiled based on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS_for_the_visually_impaired
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‘line of sight’ can be achieved. WiFi triangulation requires the necessary infrastructure to
allow for calibration of the subject’s location. Instead, the proposal is to utilize the sensors
inside the latest smartphones to essentially recalibrate the subject’s movement in order to
keep track of the subject. They used an Inertia Navigation System (INS) which employed
IMUs. In lieu of an augmented environment, this method may be a way of helping VIPs to
know where they are in relation to where they need to be.
2.3.2 Augmented Environments
Another approach to dealing with VIP navigation is to augment the environment to assist
them. A non-electronic example of this is the placing embossed placards on walls, typically
with braille which can be read. The New York MTA transit system has some of these in
several of their major transfer hubs. Effective use of such enhancements requires that the
subject know that the enhancements are there and be trained in their use. Oftentimes, this
requires the VIP to memorize his/her position, the path that needs to be followed, and points
along the way that will assist with the journey.
In the past two decades, smaller antennas, which have become available as government
authorities have allowed the use of higher frequencies, have led to wireless communication
as a solution.
As a practitioner who interacts with academics, Joe Cioffi related to us how he created his
tactile maps for institutions. He was promoting the idea of utilizing the iBeacon33 to provide
inter-journey destinations as a means of enhancing the navigation of prescribed paths. The
iBeacon gives both guidance and distance information, thus enhancing the aid provided by
his maps.
In another example, [53] has researched the use of RFIDs and highlighted some products,
including Step-Hear34, which allowed a user to ‘discover’ up to five preconfigured locations.
33 iBeacon is an Apple™product that applies Bluetooth technology to allow for the transmission of minimal
data of a calculable distance.
34 http://www.step-hear.com/step-hear-overview.htm
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Once selected, a location would provide an audio signal to guide the user to the required
destination.
Daly et al. [18] took this a little further, experimenting with RFIDs embedded into
concrete paving stones, thereby creating a traceable path. In similar fashion, [71] looked at
the various systems that can compensate for a lack of GPS indoors, considering NFC35 as a
potential solution.
2.3.3 Computer Vision Algorithms
There is no direct connection between VIP adoption of computer-vision-based solutions and
the use of basic assistive solutions that may help VIPs with location issues. We see that
with GPS (see above), the fact that VIPs are able to utilize GPS has little – if any – bearing
on the development of GPS for general use.
In Section 2.6 we will see how certain systems utilize computer vision algorithms (or
similar algorithms) to achieve their intentions. In his recent review, Hu [39] summarized
computer vision algorithms that may be of use in aiding VIPs. While his focus was on
indoor localization, these algorithms may lend themselves to outdoor navigation as well:
• 2D solutions - those techniques that do not explicitly infer 3D information of a scene;
• 3D solutions - those techniques that reconstruct or use 3D information of a scene and
perform 3D to 3D matching;
• 2D-to-3D matching - those hybrid methods that use 2D images to match 3D models;
• Emerging technologies - such as mobile computing and cloud computing, and their
impact on vision based localization approaches.
We will look at the details of some of these methods in section 2.5. Of particular interest
is the technology developed by [23, 24, 82]. They applied the ‘bag of words’ concept, which
35 Near Field Communication
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is a way of searching images based on feature generated ‘textons’. This is similar to advanced
textual searching of documents. This utilized image feature generated base search terms.
Here, it was suggested that when accessing tagged data sets generated by Google images,
we are able to glean sufficient context from our image to ‘know’ where we are.
Thus, what is proposed is a computational-intensive approach to guiding VIPs (or robots)
which demands access to large data sets. This has the intrinsic problem of power capability
in a mobile solution. In our research, we agree with [39] that a distributed approach to
applying these solutions needs to be found.
2.3.4 Discussion
Localization is an extremely important aspect of the mobility needs of VIPs. Most VIPs are
able to ‘get around’ with their white canes and, in some cases, guide dogs. However, it is a
quality of life issue as well as an employment-related issue that VIPs be able to go beyond
their comfort zones. Discussion with Joe Cioffi36 highlighted some issues with localization,
such as the problem with spatial awareness among the congenitally blind and deaf-blind.
There is the issue of ‘hallway’37 traversal. Motivated VIPs will adopt new technologies and
figure them out. Simpler, easy to use systems may be needed for the greater population of
VIPS who are not as motivated.
Augmentation seems to be an easy enough solution. However, issues related to going
about it effectively, maintaining it over long periods and additional problems need to be
addressed.
36 Click and Go website: http://www.clickandgomaps.com/about-us/
37 We use the term Hallway, but in truth, any long stretch that needs to be traversed without landmarks
to aid with keeping track of where one is constitutes a problem.
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2.4 Social Media
To Scoble and Israel [84], social media is what makes the Age of Context the thing it is.
They portray inordinate amounts of data being passed around. Then, through giants like
Google and Facebook, having all our information is put out there for everyone to see. We
suggest that this is overly alarmist. We will see if and how Social Media might help in our
research.
According to Dictionary.com38 “Social Media” is defined as:
noun, ( usually used with a plural verb)
Digital Technology
websites and other online means of communication that are used by large groups
of people to share information and to develop social and professional contacts:
Many businesses are utilizing social media to generate sales.
2.4.1 Social Media v. Data
At this point it may be necessary to clearly define the difference between social media and
data as we tend to confuse the two.
A little over a decade ago, the new dynamic way of programming web pages to allow for
the input of client-side data to the server and having the server code behave according to
what was input at the client, was coined Web 2.039. With the advent of Facebook, YouTube,
Twitter and the like, more robust interactions between client and server opened up the
possibility of connectivity between separate individual clients through the server. This has
extended Web 2.0 into what we now call social media40. Indeed, email, originally developed
for a small community of academics and professionals to pass messages between one another,
38 http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/socialmedia, Based on the Random House Dictionary,
© Random House, Inc. 2015.
39 The term was popularized by Tim O’Reilly and Dale Dougherty at the O’Reilly Media Web 2.0 Con-
ference in late 2004 – source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0.
40 The actual person who coined the term is disputed.
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was the earliest form of social media. As web-enabled email has proliferated, it has become
a more intrinsic part of the fabric of web interfaces, many of which now function as social
media.
Data, on the other hand, is what can be stored on a device. As far as electronic data is
concerned, any set of on and off signals that can be interpreted by a machine to represent
something more than an on/off signal is data. We will look into what this means to us in
Section 2.5.
In essence, we could say that data is the information that can be passed between indi-
viduals; and social media is the means by which this data is shared among many users over
the internet.
2.4.2 VIP Usage of Social Media
Two Facebook writers [97] conducted an online survey of some 50,000 VIPs. The main take-
away from their paper is that “Visually impaired people engage with online social networks
just as everyone else does”. They concentrated on how Facebook usage is conducted and
did not deal with mobility issues. Their mention of WAI-ARIA41 is of interest; this article
provides a great basis for development of social media to aid VIPs with mobility issues.
Some papers [78, 100] looked specifically at social media use on mobile phones, with Ye’s
paper concentrating on news reading. He argued that navigation could be improved with
news feeds provided in ad-hoc situations.
41 Web Accessibility Initiative – Accessible Rich Internet Applications, a W3C standard, published 2014,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WAI-ARIA
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2.4.3 Leveraging Social Media: BlindSquare
Blindsquare, with Apps available for iPhone and iPad, has been talked about on sites aimed
at the VIP community42 The product page43 gives us the following explanation of how
Blindsquare works:
When BlindSquare has determined your location using your iOS-device’s GPS
capabilities, it will look up information about your surroundings on FourSquare
and Open Street Map. Employing unique algorithms, it will then ascertain the
information most useful to you and speak it in a clear synthetic voice.
So, we see that Blindsquare is built upon two social media systems that already exist:
Foursquare [69] which is useful for saving destinations, and Open Street Map [34, 35] which
is generated from crowd-sourced inputs. Then, with technologies including Text-To-Speech
(TTS), BlindSquare aims to provide information that blind and visually impaired people
need for independent travel.
2.4.4 Expanding on the Social Media Paradigm: Viz-Wiz and
Beyond
Bigham [8, 9] purported to take social media a whole step beyond basic as he hooked into
the internet and got volunteers to act as guides to the VIPs who were sending near real-
time image queries to the service for object-identification. The volunteers answered specific
questions related to the query images. The ‘wiz’ refers to the Wizard-of-Oz approach that
utilizes human input in lieu of true artificial intelligence, which is not yet available to the
system. A team in the City College Visual Computing Laboratory has developed a prototype
test system for streaming smartphone video of a blind user to crowd volunteers in order to
provide step-by-step navigation guidance [49, 70].
42 Bill Horton, 2010 http://www.afb.org/afbpress/pub.asp?DocID=aw150704,




It would seem that social media holds some promise in aiding VIPs with mobility issues, but
this promise is yet to be truly realized. Relying on crowd-sourcing works insofar as crowds
are willing to participate. In the case of Open Street Map, etc. a concerted effort is required
in order to ensure true coverage. The question then remains, can we truly depend on crowds
to always fully update the data? Much of this has to do with the motivation behind any
crowd-based service. It remains to be seen if these solutions will bear fruit in the long run.
Indeed, Brady’s survey [10] suggested that the VIP community was reluctant to utilize social
media. Thus, some re-education may be necessary before pushing forward with social media
solutions to VIP mobility.
2.5 Data
When Scoble and Israel [84] discussed data, they talked of the ubiquity of data – how it
being everywhere endangered our privacy. Thus they considered ‘The Age of Context’ to be
a threat rather than a promise. As VIPs go, data no more relates directly to them than it
does to non-VIPs.
Let us then meditate on what data means to us. Data as we discussed in section 2.4
is electronically represented bits that have some meaning. However, beyond considering
10 as an integer or ‘Sam’ as an alphanumeric value, without some sort of context to give
meaning to these values, they are meaningless. However, if given context, they themselves
then become context to other data, and so forth.
2.5.1 Big Data
Big data refers to the vast quantities of data that are out there, are increasing every day
and are multiple modalities, structured or unstructured, video, images, text, etc. They are
supposed to be there for use – not necessarily by everyone but for those willing to dig or
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to pay. Computing power has improved exponentially over the past several decades, and
storage has become progressively cheaper and easier to access. With ‘Cloud’ technologies,
data has become more readily accessible from almost anywhere and to anyone with access.
We may consider Big Data as a tool we might utilize to help our VIPs with their mobility
issues. This is particularly true when a lot of multimedia data (such as geo-tagged videos of
scenes and activities, images of scenes and faces, tweets and chats with rich information on
locations of interests) are posted everyday on the web at every corner of the world. These
provide a great potential for use in assisting mobility of the blind and visually impaired.
2.5.2 ‘The Miracle of Little Data’
This ‘miracle’ is coined by Scoble and Israel [84] where they assume any data can be found,
no matter how large the dataset. This is a bit of an overstatement. However, [79] showed us
how we could utilize graph database technology. Through data retrieval techniques, including
data mining techniques, textual data – at least – has been ‘searchable’ for quite a while. It
is not in the purview of this paper to discuss this in depth.
As for image data, that which most concerns us, there has been progress in searching
relevant images - any quick search of Google Images will attest to that. However, making
sense of untagged image data is a little harder.
In a 1998 paper [41], and again in a recent paper [62] both teams talked about the need
for better data to aid VIPs. Both papers suggested sonic output as a means of outputting
usable data to VIPs, but both emphasized the need for better data exploitation solutions
for VIPs. Indeed, this may hint at why the white cane and guide dog are still the only real
travel aids utilized by VIPs.
2.5.3 Audio and Braille Enhanced Devices and Maps
Digital maps (such as Google Maps and various mobile GPS navigation systems) are widely
used by normal sighted people for travel planning and step-by-step directions. However
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there are great challenges for the visually impaired to use such systems if these systems are
not enhanced. ClickAndGo Wayfinding44 provides services to visually impaired people with
audio-annotated maps including important landmarks for navigation. Brock [12] incorpo-
rated both audio tags as well as braille labels onto her tactile maps. This is a solid example
of how extra data can be added to a device such as a tactile map. It certainly is a step in
the right direction. But will it be adopted? This remains to be seen.
2.5.4 Enhanced GPS locators
OpenStreetMaps is a project developed in Britain [35] which collects data from users and
builds up a database of street data. It is used by VIPs in the form of the iOS application,
BlindSquare. In a later paper [34] the authors evaluated the success of crowd sourced data
for OpenStreetMaps.
2.5.5 Image Data
Our main interest is in how we can harness processed image data in our quest to aid VIPs
with mobility. Several technologies, while not specific to aiding VIPs, hold promise in this
endeavor.
2.5.5.1 Geo-Tagging
A form of identifying images is geo-tagging, a system by which the camera (e.g on an Ap-
ple™ iPhone) collects GPS data as an image is captured. Thus, the image has this geographic
information embedded into the image for future extraction. In [83], the team described how
geo-tagging is accomplished through detecting and matching of repeated patterns in an urban
environment. [58] provided a survey on how geo-tagging is applied to multimedia applica-
tions. These have the potential to be used for assisting VIPs; geo-tagging is obviously useful
44http://www.clickandgomaps.com
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information and might be incorporated into any system that wishes to use images as a means
of localizing a subject.
2.5.5.2 Vision Algorithms for Location
An example of how big data has been utilized is in [101], where the authors utilized the vast
dataset of Google street images. By using SIFT features, they attempted to identify where
a new image belonged based on a comparison with the labelled images.
Figure 2.10: An example of the Bag of Words concept (Source:[23])
Another concept, the ‘Bag of Words’ (BOW) idea has been proposed [23] (Figure 2.10)
and may be useful to us. With BOW we can break an image into smaller blocks of image
data, each several pixels wide and high. The basic idea is that given small enough image
sections, called ‘textons’, search algorithms, not unlike text-based searches, can be carried
out on images. The textons would be found by matching against the image. Then through
a histogram of resulting matches, a signature of sorts would be defined for an image. This
still needs some serious development for its use in VIP applications.
2.5.5.3 3D Data Used for Orientation
In a book chapter on the use of 3D point clouds, [45], they looked at the limitations of the
data collected in 3D point clouds.
At time of writing, we approached one of the authors – Professor Ioannis Stamos – with
a question, “Given a 3D model and a 2D image taken in the vicinity of the 3D model, could
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we figure out how the image plane falls across the 3D model?”. He responded that it was
an issue of calibrating the camera pose, which led to the idea of being able to orient a VIP
in a given environment. His particular solution to this problem was based on his work with
deriving lines in both the 2D image and the 3D point cloud and matching the image to the
model through clustering along vanishing point orientations. [57, 88, 89]
2.5.6 Discussion
While there are no definitive winners in applying a vast amount of computer vision algorithms
to VIP tasks, the possibilities described in this section do provide the basis for an optimistic
outlook to getting there. The visual algorithms that traditionally have been geared to
robotic applications should be able to provide locations of the users, identities and locations
of objects, and activities in the environments, all of which is vital for the mobility of VIPs.
2.6 Integration of the Five Forces
At this stage we want to examine how all the five forces come together. Scoble and Israel
[84] called the accumulated effect of their five forces a ‘technological storm’ - a harbinger of
our loss of privacy. However, we take a very different view of this, seeing the potential of
the integration of these five forces as it applies to aiding VIPs with mobility issues.
2.6.1 Beyond Tactile Maps
Brock looked at the problem of navigation and orientation through the use of tactile maps.
Noting the limitations of the traditional maps, she explored ways in which to enhance their
usage in a way that provides better context to the VIP traveler. In a Wizard of Oz study [13]
the use of haptic response delivered to the user by way of vibrating wristbands was explored.
In her later paper [12] the use of audio response to touch input on a touch-sensitive, electronic
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tactile map, providing audio labels was explored. In this work, maps for location awareness
are integrated with haptic and auditory senses for feedback.
2.6.2 An Indoor Navigation System
In a PhD thesis paper, [7] described a system used to aid VIPs with indoor location. They
used a three-layered system, each layer providing some context for the next layer, thus
enabling accurate localization and navigation support.
In the first level, GPS was utilized to identify the building in question, a technique called
meta-localization. The second level utilized a barometer to identify the floor level of the
subject and then applied WiFi triangulation to get a rough location on the floor. The final
level of the system utilized a digital camera (in their diagram, this was a smartphone hung
from a necklace and worn on the chest), combined with motion sensors in the building which
then gave a high accuracy localization. This was a complex system that integrates multiple
sensors (GPS receivers, barometers, a WiFi localizer, a digital camera and motion sensors).
Thus, it might be more readily applied if less infrastructure could be utilized.
2.6.3 The BlindNavi Project
The BlindNavi project[15] had some basic ideas for integrating mobile and location awareness
with social media. If the BlindSquare (See Section 2.4.3) application utilized crowd-sourced
street mapping with a Foursquare engine, this project (designed for a Taiwanese environ-
ment) had students who were VIPs use previous data collected by themselves or other stu-
dents to aid them with navigating certain pathways. This idea was based on interviews the
researchers did with a group of VIPs and a mobility instructor. An interesting point made
was that VIPs are loath to go out on unknown paths without company. This project desired
to provide that company.
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2.6.4 The Wayfindr Project
Wayfindr 45 was a collaboration between the RLSB46 Youth Forum and a company called
ustwo47. In their words:
Using existing iBeacon (BLE) and smartphone technology, and drawing on
the experience of simulated journeys with limited sight on the network, ustwo
developed a location-tracking system that provided audio guidance via bone-
conduction headphones. Refining and testing the product with the RLSB
Youth Forum throughout the exercise led to real advances in understanding the
challenges faced by young vision-impaired people, and the growing possibilities
of an affordable tech solution.
This work integrated BLE technology, smartphone sensors and a bone-conduction head-
phone suitable for the younger generation.
2.6.5 Sensor Enhanced Mobile Devices
In [73] the authors described their implementation of a “portable pedestrian guidance sys-
tem”, which integrated two kinds of distance sensors (i.e., infra-red and ultra-sound) in a
way similar to the ideas discussed in Section 2.1.4. Here they created a PCB48 which is
attached to a smartphone. They then integrated infra-red receivers with ultra-sonic sensors
and the phone’s GPS to interact with LEDs augmented into the environment.
2.6.6 An Interactive Approach
In [98] the authors stated:
45 Wayfindr project: http://www.rlsb.org.uk/campaigns/wayfindr, the page contains an interesting
promotional video discussing the background process toward arriving at the project.
46 Royal London Society for Blind People
47 global digital product design studio
48 Printed Circuit Board
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Talking Points 3 is a location- and orientation-aware smartphone-based system
that provides information to users about nearby points of interest in the environ-
ment.
The #3 in Talking Point 3 indicated that this was part of an on-going series of projects.
However, if a #4 version has been created, we haven’t been able to find it. While this
was largely a Wizard of Oz study, it was interesting in its approach that the system could
dynamically adapt to the user’s needs. Their concluding remarks are of interest:
Our observations from the TP3 user study indicate that providing users with
specific types of information about the environment along with tools for accessing
it is helpful for supporting general spatial awareness among individuals with visual
impairments. This increased spatial awareness is, in turn, helpful for supporting
wayfinding in a broad sense for travelers with visual impairments.
We note that Talking Points 3 included four of the five forces: mobile devices, sensors,
location awareness and data. Social media could be added to such a system for providing
more relevant and current information for VIPs.
2.6.7 Discussion
We find that the integration of the five forces has been explored with reference to aiding VIPs
with mobility issues. The Yang article [98] brought us closest to seeing where the research
has brought us in this regard, and it was definitely a positive start.
This, however, is a limited approach to the goal of a genuinely interactive environment.
We are considering a more robust solution – that is, an intelligent environment that has good
data on itself, can process input, and provides intelligible results to the inputting system.
This would require a system that could interact with the environment.
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2.7 Summary
Thus far we have tried to see how the “technological storm” described by Scoble and Israel
[84] has affected VIPs with respect to aiding or hampering their ability to “get around”. In
general the consensus seems to be that it is helping, but it is still limited. In [68] reviewed
how this technology has been applied to the general disabled population. They concluded:
The technology progress is constantly transforming the meaning of disability to the
state of just a particular human condition that needs to be addressed. This con-
ceptual turn can eventually transform the people with disabilities from a minority
group to equal standing society members.
2.7.1 The Impact of the Five Forces on VIPs
Here we would like to summarize the possible impact of each of the five forces:
• Mobile Devices
Mobile devices are a key aspect in supporting the mobility of VIPs. Without mobile
devices, digital aid for mobility would be far less than it could be in this digital world.
In particular, the ability of mobile devices to communicate externally is the driving
facet of this technology. Moreover, the relative ease with which applications can be
developed and employed makes the mobile device a good basis for development.
• Sensors
Without sensors most of the other four forces would be rendered useless. These sensors
include on-board sensors, sensors in the environment, and feedback approaches (haptic,
voice, etc.).
• Location Based Services
Location information is key for navigation and orientation. Location Based Services
are made possible by all the other four forces: sensors for obtaining and displaying
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location data; social media for communicating this information; mobile devices for
front-end delivery systems; and data, being the actual digital information entity.
• Social Media
The power of social media has started to attract more and more attention from re-
searchers and developers for servicing people in need. This should also be viewed in
the more general sense of communication (see below) and considered for its use by
VIPs.
• Data
Data, in particular Big Data over the Internet with video, images and geo-tagged
information will hold significant promise in assisting VIPs with mobility. The key is
real-time data analytics.
2.7.2 Inferences
We might say that the storm has not been fully harnessed. Beyond the use of the smartphone
– in particular the iPhone – there do not seem to be major breakthroughs with respect to
aiding VIPs with the mobility issue.
In her work Brady [10] showed how, with regard to social media, VIPs shied away from
made-for-the-blind applications in favor of general use applications. In his usability study,
Khoo [51] pointed to a perceived problem of non adoptability of AT made especially for
VIPs. The empirical evidence of this lack of adoption was becoming increasingly clear.
When looking for research in O&M49 academic papers on AT use and adoption, we were
told that the profession by and large does not publish.
49 O&M – Orientation and Mobility, this is a therapy area where professionals train VIPs how to manage
their movement in unfamiliar environments. We use the term ONM as our systems address these basic issues
as well as the navigation issue.
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At this stage, however, we could not unequivocally claim that there is a lack of adoption.
Therefore, a survey was decided upon with the intent of affirming this hypothesis. This
survey, its results and subsequent analysis are to be found in chapter 3.
2.7.3 Looking Forward
We might consider another ‘force’ overlooked by Scoble and Israel: communication. It
could be included with social media, but it may lead to possibilities that have not as yet
been researched. An example is communication as it relates to augmenting cities with traffic
networks and facilities with sensors that talk with each other and communicate with personal
mobile devices.
[74] looked at how communication principles may be used to aid VIPs. As with any good
relationship, communication is what alleviates problems. Therefore, we are considering how
we might integrate communications into systems that can handle the exchange of pertinent
information in a timely fashion to aid VIPs while on their way from point A to point B.
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Chapter 3
Survey and Results Analysis
The literature review (see chapter 2) and other work being done in CCVCL1, in particular,
work being done by Khoo [51] brought up the issue of adoptability. That is to say – while
much was being done in the development of ideas for AT2 for ONM3, little seemed to be
being adopted by the people for whom it was being developed.
A determination was made to substantiate our understanding of the lack of adoption of
made-for- the-blind AT for ONM by VIPs. We developed our survey which was sent to as
many recipients as possible, through various blind agencies. We were able to get the New
York chapter of the National Federation of the Blind, the New York State Commission for
the Blind, the Association for Vision Rehabilitation and Employment (AVRE (US)), and
the World Blind Union to distribute the link to our online survey. We received 32 responses
(Available as an MS-Excel worksheet), mainly from the US, with one respondent who stated
that she was in Auckland, New Zealand.
The survey is divided into three parts:
1. Baseline data: Questions 1− 3.
2. Current use of technology, low and high tech: Questions 4− 8.
1 City College Visual Computing Lab – a laboratory under Prof. Zhigang Zhu of CUY, City College of
New York
2 Assistive Technology
3 Orientation, Navigation and Mobility
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3. Attitudes towards new concepts: Questions 9− 13.
3.1 Baseline Data
We asked for three pieces of information: level of perceived visual difficulty, age, and gender.
We wanted to see if any of this data was significant. However, apart from our observation
about technology regarding the use of Trekker Breeze, there was no direct correlation between
this data and the results shown.
Figure 3.1: Survey: Degree of Visual Difficulty
In question 1 (Figure 3.1) we described several levels of visual acuity allowing the respon-
dents to define their status more readily. Totally Blind means that the respondent has no
vision at all. Respondents with Light and Shapes are typically near totally blind but have a
sense of color and or shadow which allows for a certain degree of orientation. This is better
in most cases than the improvement for totally sightless people through retinal implants or
systems such as the Argus-II project [3, 20] and Brainport [19]. We have seen both in the
lab and in demonstrations that at best these systems can render a very limited amount of
visual data, typically a few dots of light – very significant to one who has no vision at all
but much less significant to those who have even limited vision to begin with.
We allowed two levels for the legally blind (Legally Blind is defined by US law to refer to
people with corrected vision to be 20/200 or worse. 20/20 – normal vision – indicates that a
person can read a 20 point font from a distance of 20 feet.): Highly Active – who are able to
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manage their ONM quite well; and those with Low Acuity who have more difficulty in some
cases. We also allowed for respondents to declare themselves as having ‘Bad Vision’ when
they did not fit in other categories.
Figure 3.2: Survey: Baseline Data, Age & Gender
In Figure 3.2(a) we gave the respondents several categories: youth (< 21), early working
age (21 − 44), older working age (54 − 65), and those typically beyond working age (65+).
We also asked for gender (see Figure 3.2 (b)).
As the data shows, most participants are of working age. There are roughly twice as
many females as males. There is a slight bias towards those with very limited or no vision
which is not representative of the general blind population. The European Blind Union
(EBU) suggest4 that 1 in 4 blind people is truly sightless.
Figure 3.3: Survey: Modes of Distance Mobility
We asked the subjects how they got around from place to place, allowing for each answer
to be more than a single entry (see Figure 3.3). We found that over half of the respondents
4 “About blindness and partial sight: Facts and Figures”, http://www.euroblind.org/
about-blindness-and-partial-sight/facts-and-figures (2017)
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utilize Access-a-Ride or similar pick-up services and that almost 3/4 use public transporta-
tion. Of the ‘Other’ answers, most stated using common ride services such as Uber and Lyft
or relied on friends, family and/or staff to give them a ride. This definitely suggests that
VIPs do go out and about, and therefore ONM is of interest to them.
3.2 Current use of technology
In this part of the survey, we were primarily interested in what the subjects were using for
their ONM needs.
Figure 3.4: Survey: Use of Devices while Walking
The results to the question, “What devices do you use while walking?” are unsurprising
(see Figure 3.4). The white cane is almost always utilized by people who need help avoiding
bumping into things and detecting a clear path ahead. Guide dogs are very useful; but they
are also very expensive, requiring special circumstances in order to be paid for when received
through an agency. According to Blind Inc.5 there are no reliable statistics on use of cane
and guide dogs in the USA, although an oft cited statistic is that less than 2% of people
work with dogs. The telescopic device aids people who have limited vision and need to see
distant objects, such as a street name across a road, or a traffic light from across a crosswalk.
5 Blind Inc. “Statistical Facts about Blindness in the United States.”, https://www.blindinc.org/
about-blindness/facts-about-blindness/ (2011)
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Figure 3.5: Survey: Use of Smartphones
In Question 6, we asked about smartphones (Figure 3.5). iPhones are used by 58.6%
of the respondents - constituting 70.8% of those who have a smartphone, with other users
utilizing Android-based smartphones. Sightless blind users like the iPhone as it has a single
button. Android phones typically have a few buttons, but they have good magnification
which is why they are used by VIPs with limited vision. One totally blind participant uses
an Android phone however.
In Question 7, we asked if phones were used to aid with ONM. We received a 50/50
response to our Yes/No question: “Do you use your phone to help with getting from one
place to another?” This question was followed with question 8: “If you answer ‘Yes’ to using
a smartphone to aid with walking, can you tell us what you use and how it helps you get
about?” Here we provided a free form answer option. We received 12 responses, 11 of which
were appropriate to the question (while the ‘Metro PC’ answer was not). One answer came
from a respondent who said ‘No’ to the previous question.
The answers are summarized in Table 1. The data is divided by degree of visual difficulty
(see question 1 in section 3.1). The table subdivides such that we first see what non-digital
devices are utilized. Then we look at Apple (iPhone) specific apps, and Google (Android)
specific apps. We then show made-for-the-blind general apps (BlindSquare is Apple specific),
and then finally some general use apps.
We would like to add a few of the more elaborate statements supplied with the replies
given to Question 8:
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Table 3.1: Summary of the received answers
Degree of Difficulty Totally Blind Light & Shapes Low Visual Acuity Highly Active
# of responses 6 2 3 0
Guide Dog 4
White Cane 5 2 2
Telescopic Device 2
iPhone 6 2 2










One totally blind respondent said: I use GPS apps to research nearby places and to get
announcements of nearby streets and places when walking or riding, as well as to get turn-
by-turn directions to places. I also use the app of my local public transportation system to
find out about the scheduled time for routes, nearby stops, etc. I use The app of my local cab
company to book taxi cab rides. If I am traveling by air, I use apps such as FlightView, Gate
Guru, and Where To Go to find out my flight status, amenities at the airport, and locations
of relief areas for my guide dog.
Another, also totally blind, stated: Mainly Google Maps. I could tell you in great detail
but it would be easier in an interview format If possible. Basically, I use it to estimate
distances from places (like whether we’re approaching my bus stop), for walking directions
(often with help from public to figure out new intersections) and for planning a route in the
first place as my city (Auckland New Zealand) has a notoriously difficult-to-work-out bus
network if you haven’t been to any given suburb before. I use Blind Square a little bit to
figure out what places are around. It can be a bit slow to load though and usually a human
can provide the relevant info faster. I think there’s an app called Nearby Explorer which does
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something like Google Map’s walking directions but better and with intersection notifications,
but last I saw it was only working in North America. Would love something like that here,
but most ideal for me would be some form of accessible mode in Google Maps that’d let you
know when you need to cross a road when walking, and which side of the road a bus stop is
on in the transit mode.
One respondent with light and shapes said: My phone serves as the platform on which I
run my various ride-hailing and navigation apps. I use Apple Maps to provide GPS directions,
and the Uber app to book a ride to my destination of choice.
A low visual acuity respondent tells us: I use [my phone] to help me see where I am on
the map. I especially do this when I am in buses and can’t easily view street signs through
my telescope. I rarely took the bus before I got a smartphone.
Another low visual acuity respondent told us: GPS apps; help verify where I am, help
track back to a specific location.
Thus we find evidence that a good third of our respondents utilize their smartphone as a
mobility aid. The question, though, is in what ways are they using specially made-for-the-
blind applications? The application BlindSquare is most prominent. As a made-for-the-blind
application, it is actually a veneer for a more generally utilized piece of software, Foursquare,
and used pretty much for the same reasons. The interface is user-friendly for blind users.
The Seeing Eyes GPS is a new version of BlindSquare.
In general, the replies tell the story of adaptation of readily available applications such
as Google and Apple Maps, and Uber and Lyft. The use of FlightView, MoovIt, GateGuru
and WherToGo are examples of general use applications being adopted by blind users –– a
function of need and knowledge of the applications’ availability. One respondent mentions
TapTapSee and BeMyEyes. These are in fact made for blind users, and are crowd-sourced
applications. Both of these (as is the case with VizWiz [9] and VizMap [30] are an inter-
esting academic exercise which have seen acceptability in the testing efforts. However the
widespread adoption of these crowd-sourced applications is yet to be seen.
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3.3 Gauging readiness to use new technology
Questions 9-13 in the survey inquired about readiness to use new technology. We noticed
that GPS was the most widely utilized AT, so we wanted to know what systems were being
used. Figure 6 shows that BlindSquare is the only GPS app to be readily used. The single
Lorodux user may be a tester. Baseline data shows that Trekker Breeze is the device of choice
among the over 45 age group. Among the ‘Other’ responses were Apple and Google Maps
with a mention of the KapSys and Kaptain Systems. Note: the Trekker and KapSys products
are rather expensive; with less expensive and free apps available, they are not likely to be
readily adopted by new users. Rather, they are employed by people who have used them for
some time.
centering
Figure 3.6: Survey: Use of GPS Applications
In question 10 we asked: Does/Would Social Media (BlindSquare, VizWiz, or other
Crowd- Sourcing) help you with getting about? This Yes/No question received a 53.3% Yes
/ 46.7% No response.
In question 11, we asked: “Have you been part of a clinical trial for devices or implants
to aid with you being able to get about? (If yes, please specify, else answer N/A)”. We
aimed to gauge the readiness of our group to embrace new technologies. Of 22 responses to
this question 77.2% replied ‘N/A’. Here are the other responses:
• Brainport
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• Yes, I had an artificial retina implant, which worked from 2009 to 2013.
• Yes, Sonic Guide glasses ages ago
• No, but I’d love to
• No am not aware of these
Figure 3.7: Survey: (a) Potential use of Crowd-Sourced Apps, (b) Potential use of Electronic
Travel Aids
We covered the Brainport and the Argus-II (retinal implants – Second Sight) projects
in our literature review. The Sonic Glasses project was an idea from over 20 years ago
which alerted researchers to the issue of over-stimulation of sensory input. We are not overly
surprised that so many have not been part of a study.
Question 12 asked about readiness to use technology suggested by the literature. In
Figure 3.7(a) we see that less than 20% have a positive reaction; in the case of crowd-
sourced apps, privacy seems to be a concern. A sizable 45.2% are completely negative about
using this type of service. Question 13 (Figure 3.7(b)) asked about the use of Electronic
Travel Aids (ETAs). Here we see an even stronger negative reaction. Noticeably, of the
6 positive respondents to the 12th question, only three of them are the same people who
responded positively to question 13.
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3.4 Discussion
Over all, we found a reluctance to adopt any made-for-the-blind technology other than Blind-
Square which is a made-for-the-blind interface for a general purpose GPS based application,
Foursquare. As observed by [46], having GPS is of extreme importance to VIPs who some-
times carry more than one device to be assured of having a working app. Maintaining a
sense of ONM is of extreme importance to VIPs. We also see that as [10] observed with
regard to social media, VIPs are inclined to rely on what the general public utilize instead
of made-for-the-blind apps.
Like others in the AT research community, we are puzzled by the findings in this survey
and ask why current AT solutions specially designed and made for the blind are not readily
embraced by VIPs. We investigate the issues that may be at the root of this problem and
provide our insights in later sections.
3.5 Analysis and Review
Our research (see chapter 2) looked at the available technologies through the prism of Scoble
and Israel’s five forces [84]. The social and economic impact of the five forces of technology
(coined by [84]) were investigated. We explored the five forces: Mobile devices, sensors,
location awareness, social media and data.
We were interested in the question, if all of these technologies are available – including
solutions designed to help the visually impaired community with their ONM needs – how
many, if any, are being utilized by VIPs? In our survey we asked:
• What was being utilized in the way of AT for ONM?
• What made-for-the-blind AT solutions might be adopted by VIPs?
We observed that there were not many made-for-the-blind AT solutions being adopted
by VIPs for ONM. We then analyzed why this might be so.
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3.6 Following up
Since then much research has gone into seeing what could be done with smartphones. As
noted in our survey, smartphones are utilized readily by VIPs; however, it is noteworthy that
VIPs use mainly what is generally available and develop their own strategies for what to do
with these devices. In the next sections we will look into this and attempt to understand
why this is so.
We went on to review more recent papers of note. [28] is noticeable as the population
discussed is not the stock 290 million VIPs cited by the World Health Organization but rather
recent VIPs due to combat (veterans) or complications due to diabetes. This emphasizes
a very particular element of the VIP community –- i.e. people who may have vocations in
which they are now hindered by being a VIP. These VIPs cannot rely on long-learned habits
(as is to be expected from VIPs who have lived with the situation for a long time).
[30] present VizMap which relies on two major ideas we will explore a little later on,
crowd-sourced support and 3D model building.
[44] presents an interesting means of data-collection in their iMove app. The iMove app
itself is yet another GPS based system that has access to data on nearby points of interest.
Our survey shows that BlindSquare is utilized by VIPs more readily for this purpose. What
[44] did, however, was to build into the app hacking code that reported on usage –– essentially
spyware. Thus they managed to have over 4, 000 unique subjects on which to base their
claims. We find that these perspectives are inspiring from a technical perspective, but their
approaches fall short of providing a truly interactive solution for VIPs with their ONM needs.
Our proposed mobile cyber physical systems framework (MCPSF) goes further and beyond
to address the issues we have revealed in our survey. We will discuss our ideas in chapter 4.
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3.7 Understanding the needs of VIPs and their issues
with assistive technology as it stands
In this section we want to explore some basic human and economic factors that need to be
addressed before we can understand the adoption issues of the AT solutions being discussed.
3.7.1 VIPs are people too
Oftentimes in the literature, researchers talk about VIPs as if they were an alien species.
VIPs are people too. They have the same basic everyday needs as everyone else in addition
to their special needs. AT solutions should be designed to meet these needs while not making
the subjects “stand out”. As people, VIPs want to be involved in society as much as anyone
else and to generally “fit in”.
Figure 3.8: Example of awkward design
The researchers of the Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute 6 showed us how assistive
technology needed to take into account that VIPs were conscious of how they looked when
walking around, the same as any person with a difficulty of any kind. The first lesson about
helping them is to respect their humanity. Thus wearing a box on one’s head and having
weird sensors hanging off one’s face, etc. are things to be avoided. Figure 3.8 [56] shows an
unfortunate example of the aesthetic problem in the design of some AT.
6 In his presentation “A Lifetime of Mistakes”, Brabyn cautions us against creating tools without keeping
the user in mind. They are not usually the young energetic people used in trial experimentation. As pertains
to this particular issue — design must consider how things look. http://www.ski.org/Rehab/Coughlan_
lab/General/Brabyn.pdf
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The Argus-II project uses a camera mounted on the bridge of the VIP’s glasses. Brain-
port involves wearing something on the tongue and having wires extend from the mouth.
Both are examples of unseemly design attributes of this AT. It is true that some people,
in particular those who have lost their vision, those for whom Argus-II and Brainport are
designed, welcome the capability for even minimal vision.
3.7.2 Why is assistive technology actually necessary?
We pose this question in relation to ONM. If it is not necessary, why would this analysis
matter?
VIPs utilize white canes as a means of determining if the way before them is clear. They
can also use the cane to determine how far ahead a particular obstacle is –– limited to cane
length. Guide dogs are also used, but as with most aids, there are huge costs and a lot
of training involved. Guide dogs are used to help VIPs navigate their environment, having
being taught to recognize problem areas and how to avoid them.
Figure 3.9: (a) An example of stairs where a cane may not be enough, (b) An Accessible
Pedestrian Signal
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In Figure 3.9(a)7 we see a scenario in which it may be extremely difficult to navigate
with a cane without other assistance. In this instance, there is little for the cane to touch,
and the unevenness of the stairs could result in confusion for the VIP first encountering
this environment. A dog would be of great assistance in this case –– especially when the
environment is unfamiliar. Dogs are also useful for warning of approaching people, vehicles
and so forth.
Another technology developed for the blind is the accessible pedestrian signal (APS)
(Figure 3.9(b)8. After the button is pressed, and once the traffic light changes, a beeping
sound will emanate indicating it is safe to cross. Otherwise the APS will repeat “Wait”
at intervals while waiting for the light to change. These prove especially helpful when a
single crosswalk is marked. Cases of VIPs crossing diagonally across a major New York
City intersection have been noted 9. APSes are expensive to install: NYC DoT10 reported
a cost of around $35,000 per unit, totalling over $1 million for 25 units. Thus they are not
readily installed everywhere. Additionally these devices are loud and considered a nuisance
by non-VIPs11. A similar sentiment was recounted in a survey [11] where an example of
augmenting a treadmill screen with stick-on dots proved a nuisance to non-VIPs until some
understanding was reached.
Therefore, while there are some types of accommodation added in for VIPs to an existing
signal system, for each of these we must ask, “Is it sufficient”? Dogs and APSes are very
expensive and are both limited in how much they can help a VIP. Smartphone apps such
as BlindSquare and Google and Apple Maps can help VIPs navigate in a general sense by
giving walking directions and perhaps by indicating points of interest.
7 Source: Rimisa, http://rimisa.deviantart.com/art/Stone-stairs-stock-346962597 (2011)
8 Source: Halton Hills, “Driver signage / Pedestrian Responsibility.” http://www.haltonhills.ca/
RoadsSidewalks/drivrSignage.php (2017)
9 This was mentioned by Ms. Barbara Campbell of NYSCB who has a few examples of this type of
difficulty (2015).
10 New York City Department of Transportation. “Accessible Pedestrian Signals Program Status Report”,
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/2012-aps-program-status-report.pdf (2012)
11 Sam Roberts, “Help for the Blind, Confusion for Everyone Else.” https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.
com/2010/03/03/help-for-the-blind-confusion-for-everyone-else/?r=0 (2010)lp
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VIPs are interested in more aid:
• Knowing which button to press on an elevator;
• Figuring out which way one is facing when being turned about;
• Having greater certainty it is safe to cross a road, even if the traffic signal tells you so.
These are but a few examples highlighting limitations VIPs may actually experience.
At the very essence of these issues are two major human principles:
• The ability for a VIP to go about his/her business unreliant on other people. No one
likes to be dependent if they do not need to be.
• Being able to get to places one needs to be, safely, securely and with as little trouble
as possible.
While non-VIPs take these for granted, they present challenges for VIPs. AT is ostensibly
a way to lessen these burdens. Then why has it been so difficult for AT solutions proposed
in the literature to be adopted?
3.7.3 Research vs. reality
Oftentimes, research is done in a well-controlled environment, one trial at a time and over a
relatively short time interval. This is the nature of research. For AT solutions to be adopted
by VIPs (or, for that matter, by anyone for whom AT might supply aid) it must be robust
enough to work in a real environment, one with many users, much ambient noise and several
situations happening at once. It must perform with a high degree of accuracy and in a timely
manner.
Thus, using a hand-held device is extremely limited in utility. If much power is required,
the battery powering the device may die before a task is completed. If the solution relies on
huge data sets, the storage and processing capacity will overwhelm most devices and render
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them too slow for actual use. This is one of the key issues we will address in our proposed
MCPS Framework in section 4.2.
In addition to the above mentioned technical gaps between research and reality, the laws
and regulations are not yet well established to deal with the insurance and liability issues if
someone gets injured while using these AT solutions.
3.7.4 Crowd-sourcing issues
One approach has been crowd-sourcing, in which a VIP is asked to log into an account and
have his/her camera pointed at the thing or situation needing explanation. The VizWiz
experiment [9] is an example of this. However, we do not hear of people adopting this.
The TapTapSee is similar. At the heart of this approach is a serious problem. First, this
technology requires volunteers, and second, these volunteers need to be there when needed
and for as long as needed. In a test scenario, this generally proves doable – but what happens
when 24 individuals need the service, each for his/her own needs, and all at 3 A.M.? Crowd-
sourcing may prove untenable over time.
3.7.5 Cost factors
In order for an AT solution to become a commercial product for the general VIP community,
it must be paid for. Research is supported by funding and grants, but when the product is
ready for market, who is going to pay for it? Consider Second Sight’s Argus-II project12 :
the product is said to cost $150, 000 commercially.
12 Maureen Duffy, “New European Research: Is the Argus II (the “Bionic
Eye”) Cost-Effective?”, https://www.visionaware.org/blog/visionaware-blog/
new-european-research-is-the-argus-ii-the-bionic-eye-cost-effective/12 April 20, 2014
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3.7.6 Summary
In the future, the new generation of AT solutions for aiding VIP’s ONM needs should address
the above mentioned issues while taking into consideration the human and cost factors as
well as technical feasibility.
Our proposed MCPSF with an ‘agent’ and a ‘smart environment’ will shift much of
the data storage, data processing and communication tasks to the ‘smart environment’. This
would in turn reduce the computation power requirement for individual devices. It is possible
for a VIP to just use his/her smartphone or a simple personal device, such as Raspberry Pi,
to perform the functions of the agent at a more feasible cost.
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Chapter 4
Understanding the Problem and
Proposing Solutions
4.1 Taking a Look at the Problem
It is a challenge for researchers and engineers in the assistive technology (AT) community
to provide suitable solutions for visually impaired people (VIPs) for orientation, navigation
and mobility (ONM). Despite the latest advances in AT for ONM, [32] confirms there is still
an adoptability gap between the AT solutions specifically designed for VIPs and their ONM
needs. We analyzed the underlying issues and challenges causing these gaps. Motivated by
these findings, we propose an integrated mobile cyber-physical system framework (MCPSF)
with ‘agents’ and ‘smart environments’ to address VIP’s ONM needs in urban settings.
Thus far, AT solutions have concentrated on passive approaches. By ‘passive’ we refer to
the fact that, by and large, the environments are passive in that they do not actively engage
in VIPs’ decision making processes. These AT solutions either:
1) Read a situation and attempt to understand what is sensed with minimal information
garnered from the environment. For example, a camera captures images and then
attempts to ‘understand’ the given context through vision algorithms. Or,
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2) Read data provided by the environment through a specially designed reading device
and attempt to act upon it. For example, RFIDs are placed such that they can be
read; and through communication with an off-site database, some useful information
can be retrieved.
In short, to the best of our knowledge, there is no ongoing interaction between the
system analyzing the situation and the environment that is being navigated. In an emerging
world of automatic vehicles, vehicles talking to other vehicles, and even vehicles talking to
infrastructure, there is a hole in technology that ignores pedestrians, in particular those with
special needs. A recent paper [2] still suggests utilizing such passive approaches relying on
what a camera sees. Solutions like these require that the camera-based system determine
what can be done, with little or no feedback from the environment. These solutions fall
short of addressing some of the challenges presented in the real world - as shown in Figure
4.1.
Figure 4.1: Problem areas: (a) Problem traffic light, (b) Traffic blocking the light, (c) A car
waiting to turn, and (d) A cyclist crossing against the light
Figure 4.1 depicts several problematic situations where relying solely on a camera fails to
successfully meet the challenge of crossing the street safely. 4.1(a) presents a typical weather-
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related issue. In this example, the sun is too bright for vision algorithms to determine whether
the light is green or red; so how can the individual, dependent on camera-based assistive
technology, know whether it is right to stay or go? In 4.1(b) the light is completely obscured
by traffic; camera-dependent algorithms would not be able to ascertain if it is time to cross
in this instance. In 4.1(c) the problem is that a car is waiting to turn. Drivers typically
depend on pedestrians understanding if they are moving or not, perhaps using hand signals,
a situation that makes most visually impaired people hesitant and thus unlikely to trust the
situation. Finally, in 4.1(d) we have an all-to-common problem of cyclists who flaunt road
rules and thus make these situations truly dangerous. A person/camera sees the bicycle too
late; knowing that the bicycle is approaching is needed. [21, 28, 98] discuss the need for an
interactive approach. For example, if a camera finds something, then it connects to a data
source to figure out what it is. Their approaches rely on the devices that a VIP carries to do
all the heavy computations of image processing. Such design often requires that VIPs carry
a more powerful computing device such as a laptop computer on their back. It depletes the
battery power in a short time and requires frequent recharging. These and other issues make
such solutions difficult or infeasible for VIPs to use in the real world.
In [5, 66, 94] the authors look at cyber-physical systems and how they are rapidly becom-
ing an integral part of our world. [90] describes the machine-to-machine (M2M) paradigm;
the Department of Transportation 1 discusses the idea of intelligent transport systems and
defines vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) paradigms. We extend
this idea to what essentially becomes a human-to-infrastructure (H2I) framework. Our pro-
posed approach adds a missing component to the above paradigms. We propose a fully
interactive framework to overcome these shortfalls.




We present a mobile cyber-physical systems framework (MCPSF) as a solution that would
aid an individual in his/her traversal of an environment in a secure and effective way. In the
proposed MCPSF, a cyber space (a digital world) and a physical space (mostly an analog
world) are linked by a set of embedded/wearable wireless networked sensors and actuators
which can collect, process and relate information, commonly known as an Internet of Things
(IoT). The key cyber-physical systems concepts, as defined in [102], bridge the physical world
we live in with the cyber world, utilizing information that comes from the IoT. People with
vision loss or other special needs may have difficulties comprehending or perceiving signals
directly from the physical world, but they can make these connections in the cyber world.
These cyber connections and real-time information exchanges will enable and enhance their
interactions in the physical world.
We view the components of the ONM problem we try to solve in the physical world as:
1) The person with special needs (such as a VIP or a person with another disability);
2) The environment that the person needs to navigate through or around.
Therefore it is natural to design our solution with two subsystems:
1) The agent;
2) The smart environment (SE).
For purposes of clarity and consistency, we use ‘SE’ to refer to a smart environment and
use the word ‘environment’ to refer to an environment in the physical world throughout this
paper, unless noted otherwise.
The agent is a cyber entity representing the individual who is being assisted; this individ-
ual is outfitted with customized sensors and actuators. These devices are controlled mainly
by a device we have coined the “personal information hub” (PIH). This is done via wireless
communication. The SE is a cyber entity representing a physical environment, embedded
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with a range of sensory devices, and having powerful computing and communication capac-
ities. The SE can monitor the dynamics of an environment, perform heavy computation
tasks and communicate in real time with the agents based on their requirements.
We envisage each SE having a well labelled map, be it a 2D graphic or a 3D point
cloud. In any case, the SE can utilize the stored information. The stored data would have
distinct features which the algorithms in the SE could use as information. An example
of this would be the lines in a 3D model for matching against a 2D image supplied by
the agent. Alternatively, SIFT features may be stored preprocessed for ease of real-time
processing. Salient data such as the co-ordinates of permanent structural features could be
stored. Ultimately this becomes the purview of whoever builds a specific SE.
The fundamental philosophy of our design approach is based on responses to a simple
but profound reasoning:
“Who better to know the environment than the environment itself?”
“Who better to know the individual than his/herself?”
A major issue with current AT solutions is that the systems have to work out both the
whereabouts of the individual and the dynamics that require being dealt with which might
present themselves in an environment.
In our framework, the SE would be a better place to monitor, store and process infor-
mation related to the environment; the agent is a better place to collect and store sensory
information from an individual perspective. An agent can carry a personal profile as to who
the individual is and what s/he needs. The agent can sense information about the surround-
ings with minimal computing power, then communicate with the SE for assistance. We
envision an SE with a labelled 3D model (a digital model of the physical environment) cou-
pled with algorithms that can take in and process the information sent from an agent. It can
respond to an agent’s requests with information on all matters regarding the environment,
such as traffic signal processing, information about terrain, etc.
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Through the PIH, continuous information via WiFi or Bluetooth could be exchanged
with the SE. Prior to this interaction, a handshake could be established in which the agent
transmits a data file and allows the environment to respond according to the agent’s needs.
As with the SE, the agent is the optimal place to keep information about the individual.
This includes descriptions of what kind of personal IoT devices such an individual is outfitted
with, which may be utilized by the SE.
Figure 4.2: The architecture of the mobile cyber physical system showing how the commu-
nications would work
Figure 4.3: Diagram showing the Liu/Stamos algorithm. Here the green ray in each position
defines the camera’s orientation.
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An example of such a device could be a camera mounted on the individual’s body. The
agent and SE model is described in figure 4.2. This device could capture an image or video
stream that can be sent to the SE along with a request for determining orientation and
localization at a street crossing. The SE might wish to ascertain how the individual is
situated in its model through a 2D − 3D matching algorithm. For instance, assuming the
SE has a previously constructed 3D digital model of the environment, we have considered
a method used for painting 3D models that can be used to determine how the individual is
orientated. Based on algorithms proposed by [57, 89], the 2D images coming from an agent
are matched against the 3D model which could be used to ascertain the agent’s orientation in
the 3D model in the cyber space – the effect of the algorithm is described in figure 4.3. The
method is discussed in section 5.4.3. Then the SE sends the minimum required information
to the agent. Additionally, the agent will inform the individual using certain actuators via
the PIH. In this case, the individual might wear vibrating actuators [67] that could guide
a blind or deaf individual surreptitiously so as not to bring attention to the individual’s
difficulty.
Figure 4.4 describes the mobile cyber-physical systems concept and how we design the
proposed MCPSF. The individual and environment in the physical world are represented by
the elements in the cyber space. There are problems in the physical world, i.e. the individual
has some difficulty in dealing with his/her environment. In this instance, a VIP has visual
impairments that cause this interference. Through the timely information exchange between
the agent and the SE in cyber space, the individual can be aided to interact with the physical
world.
The digital conversation, handled through WiFi and/or Bluetooth, would continue as
long as required. This process is described in Figure 4.5. Through sensors such as cameras
distributed around the environment, the SE’s system would be able to monitor possible prob-
lem situations. Consider the following: a cyclist riding irregularly through the environment
or a vehicle which is disobeying the traffic rules. In each case, we have an anomaly where
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Figure 4.4: Concept Diagram - Proposed Mobile Cyber-Physical System Framework Archi-
tecture
Figure 4.5: A process diagram showing the handshake and the conversation
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the individual is unable to discern the imminent problem. Furthermore, it could put the
individual in danger. Here an SE could be constructed to monitor such anomalies. Through
constant communication with individuals in this environment, the system would be able to
warn any individual that should be alerted. In this case the message is transmitted to an
agent’s PIH, which in turn transmits the warning to the individual in a personalized response
custom-built into the agent’s system expressly to deal with an individual’s specific needs.
Unlike many assistive technologies, this framework offers a lot of customization. Not only
can the individual be outfitted with an IoT according to his/her needs, but this arrangement
can easily be altered – either to deal with changes in needs or changes in technology. As
technology advances, both SE and agent can be updated without the need to completely
rebuild the system. Here the PIH is key.
The PIH is a wearable computer that has WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity and a certain
amount of programmable space on board. At this time we consider a Raspberry Pi, a
Minnow board or even a smartphone. Tomorrow the device could be something yet to be
thought of. Typically, an agent’s system could be stored on a micro SD card. At the heart
of the framework is the information sheet, an XML document that houses the individual’s
data. This could include an ID and a list of usable sensors and actuators, including relevant
hardware details. For instance, we might want the intrinsic parameters of a camera if we
apply trigonometric calculations to ascertain orientation.
In our specific scenario we have a totally blind individual. He is outfitted with a camera
for image capture and with vibrating actuators set on the shoulders to receive vibrating
indications. We might outfit the PIH with an inertial measurement unit (IMU), a device
that measures acceleration and rotation, used to maneuver air- and spacecraft. Using the
idea expressed in [48], we could have the PIH stream the coordinates of the individual to the
SE, thus keeping the SE updated on where the individual is. Therefore, if the SE detects a
possible issue –- consider the cyclist in Figure 4.1(d) – the SE would be able to inform the
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agent of the impending conflict and guide the individual away from the problem through
communication with the PIH which then relays directions to the vibrators.
4.3 A descriptive example of how this would work
We take an individual named Bob. Bob is totally blind, uses a cane and has several sensors
and actuators in his personal IoT. Bob wears a camera mounted on the bridge of his glasses
- this camera is controlled through Bluetooth by the PIH. He wears two vibrating devices,
one on each shoulder, also controlled through Bluetooth by the PIH. He receives a coded
message, especially designed for him, in a combination of vibrating bursts to each shoulder.
He can clearly distinguish four levels of vibration on each shoulder. These levels have been
tested on Bob for clear differentiation between vibration levels, thus resulting in a discernible
code of 16 outputs. In Bob’s case, it is a retrofitted Raspberry Pi with an IMU and a Braille
touch keyboard/message board.
Figure 4.6: A depiction of the
route Bob would need to take
Bob wants to get to the Andrew Heiskell Library in
New York City. Bob is not a native New Yorker and has
been given the following directions. He needs to get off
the PATH train at 23rd Street. He then needs to go down
6th Avenue, three blocks to 20th Street where he needs to
turn towards 5th Avenue. Given the assumptions that
there is an SE deployed on each street intersection and
the SEs and the agent all function as we prescribe in
the proposed MCPSF, we can summarize the tasks Bob
needs to perform as the following steps:
Step 1: Get out of the PATH station at 23rd Street, ex-
iting the station on the uptown side and via the southern
stairs, ending up on the southeast corner of 23rd Street and 6th Avenue.
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Step 2: Walk down 6th Avenue to the northeast corner of 22nd Street.
Step 3: Cross the street to the southeast corner with the light.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 & 3 to get to the southeast corner of 6th Avenue and 21st Street.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2&3, ending on the southeast corner of 6th Avenue and 20th Street.
Step 6: Continue along 20th Street to 40 West 20th Street.
These steps present many challenges that are difficult for Bob to do without assistance.
With our proposed CPS framework, here we envision how Bob would be able to navigate
the environment safely and effectively:
Step 1
Figure 4.7: The environment Bob needs to navigate in Step 1
An SE would be embedded into the station as part of the infrastructure (The environment
is described in figure 4.7). Bob’s agent would log onto the SE’s WiFi. This does not
necessarily require Bob’s input. The SE’s WiFi network can be configured to authenticate
Bob’s agent and establish a secured connection with the PIH. An XML document that would
identify Bob and detail the types of devices available to the agent would be passed to the
SE. It would define Bob as totally blind. We would expect the SE to be able to ascertain
Bob’s location, perhaps through beacons, and subsequently map him to the preprocessed
digital model the SE has of the environment. Using instructions passed to the PIH, such as
“turn left’, “turn right’ or “stop”, the PIH would then pass on these instructions by way of
the vibrators on Bob’s shoulders. During this time, Bob’s agent would relay to the SE his
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final destination. The appropriate algorithms built into the agent’s program or into the SE
would then guide him to the correct stairwell. Stairs are difficult to negotiate. The SE would
alert agents to stairs in front of them or the top of the stairs coming up. The SE could also
give the agent the number of stairs to use, which is always a big help. The SE would ‘know’
and thus ‘tell’ Bob’s agent the following:
• Turn Right; there will be 13 stairs;
• Turn Left; there will be 11 stairs;
• Turn Right; there will be 5 stairs;
• Turn Right; there will be 8 stairs, a landing and 17 more stairs.
Then the PIH, customized for this particular individual, would pass this information on to
Bob in the ways Bob can perceive.
Step 2
At the corner of 23rd Street, Bob would get direction from the SE on 6th Avenue and 23rd
Street. The SE would direct him to walk towards 22nd Street. If the PIH can still keep
track through use of the IMU, then Bob would be directed to the appropriate position in
which the SE needs him to be. Subsequently, he would be directed which way to go. In case
we need to reorient Bob, because of the specific IoT configuration previously transmitted
to the SE in the XML document, the SE could ask the PIH to capture an image through
the glasses-worn camera. Note, Bob does not even have to be aware of this happening, as
it occurs in the cyber space. Using a proven orientation algorithm, the SE could calibrate
Bob’s position and orientation in its digital model, thus associating the IMU’s output to
the new coordinate system. In each case, the SE can determine the direction the camera is
facing. Thus, in combination with readouts sent from the PIH of the IMU’s output to the
SE, the SE can keep track of where Bob is in the SE’s model.
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Step 3
On arriving at the northeast corner of 6th Avenue and 22nd Street, a connection would be
made with the new SE. In certain scenarios, since Bob is known to prior SEs, with his
destination known and his details recorded, much of this information could be transmitted
from SEa to SEb. Once the SE and agent ‘know’ each other, direction could be given in
crossing the street.
Orienting Bob optimizes the aid the SE can give. An image could be requested which is
then processed in one of two ways:
• A 2D− 3D matching based on the Liu/Stamos [57, 88] algorithm for finding an image
in a 3D model. This is managed through the comparison of line clusters along the
main Manhattan vanishing point lines to the calibrated horizontal and vertical lines
in the 3D point cloud. This involves calculating where the camera is in relation to the
3D model and which way it is facing. This is discussed in appendix 5.4.3.
• Taking the image and comparing it to a large scale panoramic image using SIFT
features or a similar technique. We took a look at an algorithm utilizing LBP (Local
Binary Patterns) in appendix 5.4.6.
Once Bob’s estimated position and orientation are understood, the SE could guide him
to the right position he needs to be in for crossing the street. Here, depending on Bob’s
preferences, the PIH could receive instruction from the SE and then, through vibrating
output, guide Bob as needed. Alternately, he could probe the right position himself using
his cane which is an interaction occurring in physical space.
West 22nd Street runs one way from west to east. 6th Avenue runs uptown – that is,
the traffic runs from south to north. Thus, one can expect traffic flowing right to left from
Bob’s perspective (facing 22nd Street) and traffic turning right into West 22nd Street. Bob,
being a non-native New Yorker, most likely does not know the traffic pattern in this physical
location. The SE can render this information to him via the agent in cyberspace.
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The immediate issue is “when is it safe to cross the street?” Here the SE could ideally
provide detailed information such as the following: “the light will go green in x seconds”;
“the light has gone green (it is okay to cross)”; or, “you still have 7 seconds left to cross
the street”. The SE can obtain these traffic signals via an interface to the NYC DOT traffic
control signaling system. Alternately, studies of timing could be carried out and stored in
the SE.
Once it is clear to cross the street, several issues need to be addressed simultaneously:
• Keeping to the path;
• Noticing and avoiding other people;
• Noticing and avoiding physical anomalies in the road;
• Being sure not to be hit by traffic, cars and/or bicycles.
Keeping to the path can be managed by the PIH, with the SE monitoring the naviga-
tion process (through IMU outputs). Correction could be made as needed through subtle
warnings delivered by the IoT devices worn by the individual such as audio (earphones),
vibrating actuators, or other haptic means such as a portable braille device.
Noticing and avoiding people is a classic object recognition problem. Through optical
flow (the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surfaces, and edges in a visual scene caused
by the relative motion between an observer and a scene), understanding the movement of any
such ‘objects’ can be managed. The IoT would manage the orientation. In a similar fashion,
the physical anomalies in the environment should be ‘known’, and thus relevant steering can
be passed to the agent as needed. Finally, monitoring aberrant traffic is something only
the SE can do. The IoT can concentrate on the tasks that help the individual crossing
the street. An SE, however, could employ tried surveillance techniques to monitor traffic
that could interrupt the navigation and send out warnings to all the agents that require
notification.
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Steps 4 and 5
Once Bob has successfully navigated his way across 22nd Street, he would continue on to 21st
Street (Step 4). The street runs east to west, so the traffic flows from left to right relative to
Bob. Also, cars will turn right into 6th Avenue. The process is similar to the previous steps,
taking into account the switch in traffic direction.
Finally, Bob would need to cross 20th Street (Step 5). This is very similar to crossing
22nd Street.
Step 6
This final step would take Bob out of the street corner SE. Once Bob has been properly
oriented to follow the street to the desired location, he might receive parting instruction
from the corner SE. This SE may have data stored within such as “your destination is y
units away”. Here y would be some stored unit, e.g. meters. This is a standardization issue.
The PIH, on receiving the information, could then translate this distance to Bob in a way
that is customized to Bob’s needs.
4.4 What this Means for Stakeholders
At this juncture, we step back and ask – how does this framework affect everyone? Indeed,
who is everyone?
The major stakeholders in this framework are:
1. People faced with adversity when walking about. They are:
• people with disabilities – physical, mental or both;
• older people, who may not be able to go about their daily lives like everyone else;
• and anyone else who could benefit from such a system.
2. City planners, the people for whom the responsibility of setting this up would affect.
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3. Institutions and agencies dealing with the various issues related to people traversing
environments.
4. Other users of the environment.
4.4.1 Possible agents
In our hypothetical scenario of an individual named Bob, we considered an agent representing
a totally blind individual. The ‘agent’ concept could extend to virtually anyone who could
use some aid when traversing an environment.
Our framework improves the most basic aspect of this dilemma. People need help but
dislike having to ask for it. Furthermore, if they have a difficulty of any sort, they need
to let the aiding system know about it. However, they certainly do not need to advertise
it. As the PIH carries this data around, the SE is immediately informed of the individual’s
predicament. This is managed in a seamless fashion that will not embarrass the individual.
Additionally, should the needs be more complex, this can be transmitted to the system. If
this system is properly designed, it should be able to handle all but the most difficult of
situations.
4.4.2 City Planners and Government Institutions
Cities are central to our human culture in the 21st century. Currently, more than half of the
world’s population live in cities. Cities throughout the world and their linked infrastructure
are rapidly growing. Large urban centers such as New York City, with outdated/over stressed
infrastructures, are facing challenging problems when providing essential services to their ever
growing populations. Such problems are magnified for people with disabilities. Upgrading
and building new infrastructure alone is not always an optimal solution.
Creating solutions for accessibility is an important issue facing urban planners. It is also
a headache in maintenance and updating.
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We presume that as a solution becomes one of software and networking, rather than the
costly implementation of physical augmentation, it will be much easier to allow for ongoing
improvements to the various systems that are built. Furthermore, considerable data could
be amassed to help with future design architectures.
4.5 The work of Dissertation Research
Due to the nature of our research work, the goal of this dissertation is not to build an entire
system, but to define and design the MCPSF architectural framework upon which current
and future assistive technologies can be implemented in a plug-and play style to aid VIPs
for their ONM needs. However, the dissertation provides a limited proof of concept that
showcases how the entire system is meant to work.
The author has proposed a multistage implementation plan that goes far beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
4.5.1 Defining the scope of this thesis
The framework involves multiple wireless communications as well as several computer vision-
based algorithms. We consider the main focus of this dissertation to be the wireless commu-
nication which is the key to the proposed CPS framework, leaving off the vision algorithms
– utilizing readymade algorithms or off-the-shelf products.
The proposed framework lays out a multilayer architectural blueprint. It focuses on
the functionality of each component while considering the technologies that support these
functions as readymade plug-and-play components. Thus it provides a level of flexibility in
design and implementation as new or better technologies become readily available.
Wireless communication is considered an enabling technology which ‘glues’ all these
components together. This includes a range of wireless technologies from WiFi, Bluetooth
and RFID to IEEE 802.11p.
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4.5.2 The Design of the Smart Environment (SE)
Figure 4.8: Core functions of the proposed Smart Environment
At the core of this system is the SE server. The SE server is more powerful with compu-
tation power to process images, videos and other data collected from the environment.
The SE is a closed system, and thus it is not open to the general public as a “hot
spot” for connecting to the Internet. This is done to mitigate interference and bandwidth
overload. It is reasonable to assume that once these servers proliferate, a central system will
be established that can can monitor, coordinate and manage multiple SE servers. We are
fully aware that such systems are subject to cyber-attack and hacking. The SE server is a
part of city’s IT infrastructure. We assume such systems will be well secured just like any
other critical infrastructure. But this kind of cyber security issue is not in the scope of this
dissertation and should be addressed as an open problem for future research.
As shown in Figure 4.8, the SE system has four parts: the SE server, a WiFi access point,
connection to the Internet, and an interface to the physical infrastructure (signal system,
cameras, and other devices).
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4.5.3 Creating an Agent
The agent is equipped with a collection of devices known as an Internet of Things (IoT),
controlled by a device called the Personal Information Hub (PIH).
Based on each individual’s special needs, the agent can have a different set of IoT devices
to facilitate the function of the agent. As new IoT devices are needed, they can be readily
added in a plug-and-play fashion.
The PIH needs to be able to connect to each aspect of the IoT, as well as communicate
with the SE. For the purpose of research and lab tests, we propose utilizing a standalone
device such as a Raspberry Pi with a wearable battery to provide power. (The power
requirements of a Raspberry Pi are 5 volts). We envision that a PIH can be implemented
using a smartphone (Android OS) or an iPhone (Apple OS) with specially designed apps.
Figure 4.9 describes the way we envisage Bob – the agent described in our scenario – to
be outfitted.
Figure 4.9: An agent for a totally blind individual (such as Bob)
An XML document would be stored on the PIH of the agent; this document would
identify the agent to the SE. In cases when the agent is ‘known’ to the SE, prior experience,
saved in the SE’s database could be called upon if useful. This document would be coded
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in a taxonomy to be defined at some later time to establish a standard protocol that allows
for data exchange in a most efficient way. For purposes of this proposal, we will use human
readable data.
The following is a partial XML document for our agent representing Bob.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<agent id="bz582">
<class [Code for specific class of disability] />
<PIH id="bz582_PIH ?">




The advantage of using an XML document is that XML is a universal markup language
and is flexible enough to be extended for multiple types of data.
Figure 4.10 is a block diagram defining how the agent operates on a system level. The
PIH interacts with the SE over WiFi. It has some on-board sensors: here we show a GPS
reader and an IMU that are hardwired to this specific PIH. The PIH then communicates
with the IoT and embedded sensors in the environment.
Figure 4.11 shows the SE connecting simultaneously to three agents. The WiFi access
point (AP) is the front-end interface that affords initial communication with the agents. The
AP interacts with the SE Server which houses the various algorithms designed to support
the functionality expected of the SE. The various back-end systems are connected to the SE
server.
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Figure 4.10: Multilayered view of an agent such as that representing Bob
Figure 4.11: Block diagram describing the Server and its several interfacing agents
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4.5.4 Defining several tasks expected of this framework
This is a set of common and critical tasks that the different components need to perform
within the framework. We define the functionality needed to perform these tasks and assume
using readymade components and products to perform these tasks.
a) Localizing the individual:
• Here we may have several means of determining the location of an individual in
an environment.
– Beacon fingerprinting: using several beacon signal strength readings matched
against a stored set of ‘signatures’.
– Other combinations of multimodal sensing, such as placing RFIDs around a
given area, or using sensor enhanced paving stones.
– 2D − 3D matching algorithms, post-handshake.
– In case of SEa to SEb transfer, depending on how each SE is modeled, we
could perhaps have one set of coordinates transformed into the new set of
coordinates. This is a matter of registering the agent to the coordinate system
of each particular SE. When transferring out of one SE to another, it is not
clear that the new SE will have a clear fix on the agent.
b) Initial handshake:
• • The agent ‘finds’ the SE via a WiFi network discovery protocol.
• The agent logs onto the WiFi access point of the SE.
• The SE sends a request for the XML data sheet.
• The agent – by way of the PIH – sends the stored XML document.
• • The SE, having received the document and having processed the XML data,
replies with a confirmation message.
• This establishes a ‘trusted’ connection.
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c) Receiving and calibrating 2D images against a 3D model (Orientation):
• The SE ‘requests’ an image or video stream. This type of input would depend on
– The algorithm in the SE.
– The capability of the agent system.
This would have to be properly defined by the XML document for the SE to
discern what to ask for.
• The SE algorithm calibrates the individual’s position in the SE’s 3D model.
• SE sends the agent instruction on how the individual should move to get into the
position required for the next step - getting to a point required by the agent-SE
agreement (for instance, at the point where the agent can cross the street.)
– The SE passes the instruction to the agent by way of the PIH.
– The PIH passes on the message to the individual by a method defined within
the agent’s system.
For our specific agent, Bob, the PIH would send calibrated messages to the
vibrating actuators on Bob’s shoulders. This has to be a very specific process,
developed for a specific agent, based on a specific IoT configuration.
– If the PIH has an IMU, the SE would now receive IMU readings.
– Should more physical direction be needed, the SE would calculate necessary
changes and pass the necessary messages on to the agent.
d) Knowing when it is okay to cross:
• The SE server would receive messages from the signals provider. The interface
and protocol will be defined by the relevant signals authority.
• Depending on what the signals are prepared to feed the system in terms of infor-
mation, the SE will alert each individual agent the information relevant to that
specific agent.
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• Each agent, by way of PIH receives the signal data.
• This is communicated to the individual through the IoT in whatever method is
appropriate. In Bob’s case, this may be a preconfigured set of vibrations on his
shoulders.
e) Managing safe navigation:
This is a situation where algorithms either in the SE’s system or an agent’s system, or
both, may come into play.
• The progress of each agent/individual is monitored.
• If the agent is able to ascertain a potential issue the agent may handle the issue
by itself. For example, an object-detection algorithm programmed into the PIH
receives a video stream from the camera in the IoT.
• Alternatively, the SE monitors each agent, compares it to video feeds of the envi-
ronment (surveillance) and when potential problems arise, the SE communicates
the relevant alert to any agent who may need this warning.
f) Dealing with external threats:
Other external issues may arise which cannot be seen by an agent, in particular traffic
movement.
• The SE would be expected to have constant monitoring of traffic movement.
In particular, noticing movement of various traffic items – cars, buses, trucks,
cyclists, etc. – and ‘knowing’ when they threaten registered agents (those with




Figure 5.1: The work space – left to right: the router, the SE server, the Pi camera and the
PIH
As part of this dissertation work, we have built a proof of concept prototype. It has a
set of essential functionality. This prototype demonstrates how the MCPSF solution can
be designed and implemented using technology and products available in the market today.
Given the time and monetary resources we can afford, our choice of mobile devices and
sensors is limited to a very basic level. On the other hand, our design choices also show that
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the proposed solution is affordable for most visually impaired people if government and city
agencies have invested in and built the Smart Environment as we have articulated in this
dissertation.
To aid in the comprehension of how this prototype works, we give a brief description of
the hardware, software and network configurations of the prototype. Figure 5.1 shows the
physical layout of devices used in the prototype.
5.1 Hardware, Software and Networking Configura-
tions for the Prototype
The choice of Raspberry Pi for the agent system is due to its low cost, lightweight, flexible
application in programming and laboratory testing. As the Raspberry Pi is controlled by
software stored in a micro-SD, it is relatively easy to test different functions by updating
and upgrading the software on the SD cards. Table 5.1 shows all the devices used in the
prototype for an agent including hardware, software.
Table 5.1: Devices utilized for the Prototype
Device Device Name Operating System
Raspberry Pi Model 3 mg123_PIH Raspbian–Stretch 2018-11-13
Raspberry Pi Model 3+ mg123_Cam Raspbian–Stretch 2018-11-13
with on-board WiFi & Bluetooth
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B mgzzap PulpStone Router image (Linux)
Dell Laptop SE_Prototype Windows 7
5.2 The Prototype in Process
In our prototype, instead of building an actual Smart Environment, we use a laptop computer
as our SE server. The SE stores information about the environment. It contains processing
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algorithms to aid agents navigating city streets. Agents and SE are connected by a WiFi
network via a wireless router as shown in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: The architecture of the distributed system created when an agent connects to
the SE
Step 1: System initial setup
During initial setup, programs start running on the PIH device (named ‘mg123_PIH’) and
the Camera device (named ‘mg123_Cam’) as well as the SE (named ‘SE Prototype’).
Figure 5.3 displays the three core processes that are running on SE:
• The Main Process, running the SE socket server, which waits for a connection from an
Agent.
• The File Watcher process, begun on its own thread on start up. Its sole purpose is to
watch and report on new files coming into the FTP folder.
• The background SE_Process thread, which is responsible for processing data and
communicating with the internal processes of the SE.
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We use a short Wizard of Oz scenario simulating an agent arriving at a signalized street
corner. We show how the agent and SE interact in aiding the individual navigate the street.
The interactions between the SE server and the Agent’s PIH are carried out in real time by
several programs we designed and implemented on the agent and the SE server. We use a
set of screen shots to display these actions as they happen through the following steps:
Figure 5.3: SE processes started during initial setup
Figure 5.4 depicts the initial screen on the terminal of the camera-bearing device. It
contains data about the agent identification and SE data for communication purposes. It
shows the camera device is listening for instructions.
Figure 5.4: The initial set up for the camera ahead of receiving commands
The agent’s PIH is central to the whole system. Its primary function is to control all
other devices on the agent’s IoT. It has the responsibility of communicating with the SE.
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Once we start the PIH, we are off to the races. The initial display on the screen is shown
in figure 5.5 .
Figure 5.5: The Personal Information Hub looks for an SE and listens in
Step 2: Initial communication between the agent and the SE
Once the agent finds an appropriate connection, it needs to verify that it is indeed the correct
smart environment. A protocol of sending a socket communication IDEN which auto solicits
the name of the device receiving the communication is employed. In this case the SE, named
‘SE_Prototype’, sends this back as a string. The agent then sends the
AGNT-mg123-4217
message which introduces the agent to the SE, giving the agent’s ID and port of communi-
cation. The IP address is already ‘known’ to the SE.
The agent sends the request to the SE. The demo shows the SE receiving this request in
figure 5.6. Then in figure 5.7 we see how this is done on the agent’s side.
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Figure 5.6: The SE gets an identity request from an agent, replies and then makes a similar
request to that agent
Figure 5.7: On the agent’s side – here we see the other side of the handshake
Step 3: Agent and SE – Handshake and data exchange
The agent follows up with a request to get information on the SE – we took this from
suggestions made by blind people who told us that they really want to know about the new
area at which they have just arrived. Note the request syntax used here:
RQST-mg123-INFO
It is a ReQueST made to the SE, and is immediately followed by the AgentID – thus the
SE is able to associate the request accordingly.
Then in figure 5.8 we see that the SE requests the XML data file from the agent.
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Figure 5.8: We see that the SE begins to control the conversation
The SE sets up an ‘agent’ thread
Once the SE has recognized the agent and has an ID, an IP address and a communications
port, it can instantiate a new <Agent>object and add it to the <AgentList>global collection
of Agent objects. Once again, the AgentID – a unique value in the world system – is utilized
as a means of associating an agent with an <Agent>object and the thread spawned to deal
with that agent. We use a black on yellow pattern to show the Agent thread at work. In
figure 5.9 we see this displayed.
Figure 5.9: We have a readout on the Agent thread defining the data we have on the agent.
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Now the SE makes a
RQST-PUT-DATA
request of the agent. The agent sends the file to the FTP folder on the server using the ftp
parameters it has from the SE. The File Watcher sees the file and looks at the sub-folders.
If it has a sub-folder for that agent – identified by AgentID, it adds the XML file to it. If
not, it creates the sub-folder. This way, if the agent revisits at a later time, the sub-folder is
already there. Future development of the concept may find further use for this sub-folder.
Figure 5.10 shows the sub-folder generated and populated with both the XML file and an
image file.
Figure 5.10: A sub-folder to the FTP folder is created for each agent
Step 4: Handling the agent in the digital model
As the XML file indicates that the agent has a camera, the SE can ask the agent for an
image. Figure 5.11 shows the SE asking for the image by generating a
RQST-PUT-IMGS
message. Note – each client socket communication is done on its own thread.
The SE sends the message to the PIH, as it always does. The PIH then sends this
message to the camera device. The camera takes the image (a still or single frame image as
the request was IMGS). We see this in figure 5.12.
The camera goes back to waiting mode. Meanwhile, the SE gets busy. Here we begin a
contrived scenario, since, for this purpose we could not actually capture a real-time event.
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Figure 5.11: Having read the XML file, the SE knows it can request an image from the agent
Figure 5.12: The agent’s PIH will pass this message on to the camera device which will then
ftp the image, once captured, to the SE.
Step 5: A Demo Scenario
In this demo scenario we ‘know’ that the individual represented by the agent wants to move
forward a bit and turn slightly right, then stop while waiting for the light to change. Then
we need to guide him/her across the street.
Localizing the agent’s individual and directing him/her to a desired spot.
Figure 5.13 shows us a series of messages sent to the PIH. These are timed; therefore, the first
message allows some time before coming as it simulates the localization algorithm working.





Figure 5.13: Instructions to the agent on how the individual needs to move
Figure 5.14: Instructions translated by the agent to a more natural speech that could be
read to the individual
command. It alerts the PIH to the severity of the instruction. It is then followed by the
‘wait 7 seconds’ which mitigates the urgency.
The street crossing
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 tell the story of the street crossing.
Our agent is told:
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ISTR-GO-22-SEC
– with instruction that s/he has 22 seconds to get across the street. However, a car turns
and stops, and the individual needs to make a correction. The alert
ALRT-CAR-In front of you
is issued, and then the following instructions are issued: move aside 2 feet; go forward; you
now have 16 seconds to go.
Figure 5.15: Instruction on crossing, with an alert about a car in the way
Finally, the demo issues a
QUIT
command. This is taken by the SE as a signal to end the Agent thread and remove the
<Agent> object from the <AgentList>. The command is passed on to the PIH which would
normally get ready for another connection, unless the individual has arrived at the desired
destination. The message in that case is passed to the other devices as we see in figure 5.17,
and the IoT devices close the apps they are running.
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Figure 5.16: The translation of the SE instructions on the PIH
Figure 5.17: QUIT has been sent around the IoT – so the devices close their loops and exit.
5.3 Prototype Design and Implementation Considera-
tions
In this section, we lay out detailed information about our prototype design and implementa-
tion considerations, as well as design decisions for the audiences who may want to replicate
or enhance the system beyond our prototype. These decisions may involve trade-offs.
5.3.1 Naming Conventions
We define our naming convention as a means to giving order to the system we are building. As
we use several machines, each passing information to one another over wireless connections,
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knowing which is doing what becomes that much more difficult. We devised our naming
convention so as to be able to associate the agent with its IoT, and then allow the SE to
easily acknowledge the agent when required. The AgentID thus becomes the key to SE-agent
interaction and must be unique across all possible environments.
• The agent devised for this prototype is mg123 - using the author’s initials, and ascribing
the indexing 123.
• A secondary agent has been called zz456 - using the author’s mentor’s initials and
ascribing an index of 456.
• It is essential that each agent’s identity (Agent ID) be unique in the global system.
• The smart environment (SE) is always prefaced by ‘SE_’, thus the SE for the prototype
has the name ‘SE_Prototype’.
It follows that the agent’s devices should be named using the AgentID, an ‘_’, and then
a meaningful description. The Personal Information Hub (PIH) is the central controller to
the agent system. Its designation is thus: ‘_PIH’. For this prototype, we use a separate
device with a camera which is thus named ‘_Cam’. These names will be referred to often in
the processing of the prototype.
5.3.2 Operation Systems and Programming Language choices
For the smart environment engine we are running a C# program (.NET 4.5 - built using
Visual Studio 2015) on a Windows 7 OS.
For the agent devices we are running Python 2.7 on a Raspbian-Stretch (v. 2018-11-13),
a flavor of the Linux OS.
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Figure 5.18: The agent’s devices must search out the SE. Here we utilize an access point
named ‘mgzzap’, and the pass key is ‘mg17zz42’
5.3.3 Discovering IP addresses and ports in an ad hoc fashion
We have looked at how we can ‘discover’ the parts of the system in an ad hoc fashion. Figure
5.18 describes a situation where a defined SSID and Pass key are known ahead of time. In
an ideal situation, all SEs’ access points would have a constant router id with a set pass
key. In our example, we use the SSID ‘mgzzap’ and the standard pass key we use for all our
communications, ‘mg17zz42’.
Once an agent’s device has connected to the access point, we are able to have the de-
vice discover its own IP Address on wlan0 – the WiFi IP4 address that will be used for
communication using self socket communication.
Once the device has its IP address, for instance 192.168.42.123 it knows where to find
the other devices. By using the first three parts of the IP address, we add the last piece of
the address by scrolling through a set of numbers, 100 to 255. We then use the operating
system’s command ping (for Linux we do ping -c1, as defining ping without it will run an
endless loop). For this purpose a single ping is sufficient to know whether a device is using
the address being tested. For each IP address that we discover giving a positive return, we
can send a simple socket request: ‘IDEN’. In order to do this we need to have a port. For our
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prototype we define port 4217 as the port used for all communication that is not FTP. As
with the SSID and pass key of the access point, the port needed for socket communications
should be well known. Should the agent be using a different port, then socket communication
for this purpose might be done twice, on each of the ports. Figure 5.19 gives us an idea of
how communication would work once addresses and ports are known.
In our message protocol developed for this prototype we designate the message ‘IDEN’
as a call to a device to identify itself. This is done by returning the device name instead of
echoing the message intercepted.
Figure 5.19: The various devices communicate with each other using specified ports. The
agent may use a different port for internal communication
5.3.4 Communications Protocol
The main method of communication between devices and processes on the Smart Environ-
ment is through messages. In order to work with messages effectively we have developed
a set of definitions. We call this our message protocol. We expect that it will be better
standardized when the use of our framework becomes more properly understood.
Table 5.2 outlines the first level code blocks that would form the ‘message’:
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Table 5.2: Top level inputs for the Message Protocol
Code Explanation
AGNT Special keyword for initializing agent connection to the SE
ALRT An alert - requires a prompt response
FILE (Used only by File Watcher) - designates a file needs attention
IDEN Requires the socket server to return an identity
ISTR An instruction, may contain many parts to the message
QUIT The signal that a process is ended and appropriate action should be taken
RQST A request, typically indicating to the socket server that an FTP action is required
These first level codes are followed by other codes, in hierarchically descending order. The
blocks of code are strung together into a ‘message’. The blocks are delimited by a dash (’–’)
and can thus be easily deconstructed into parts of a message by splitting the string. Most
programming languages have a string.split() method or something of that flavor. Parsing is
then done based on the first element.
While ‘IDEN’, ‘FILE’ and ‘QUIT’ are simple, with ‘FILE’ needing to be followed by a
file name, other directions are more complex.
5.3.4.1 The ‘ALRT’ keyword
Table 5.3: Second level inputs for the ‘ALRT’ Message
Code Explanation
STOP “Do not move”, an instruction by way of ‘INST’ should follow
GO “Get out of the way” alert, ‘ISTR’ following required.
BIKE “Bicycle” alert
BUS “Bus” alert -– may also be utilized for arriving bus
CAR “Vehicle” alert
etc.
Table 5.3 describes second level codes that are likely to be utilized with the ‘ALRT’ code.
Let us consider the arrival of bus #M100 arriving at the stop where the individual is waiting.
The message might read:
ALRT-BUS-#M100
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Alerts are meant to be the beginning of a set of instructions. The ‘ALRT’ tells the agent,
“take note”, allowing the agent to inform the individual it is the cyber representation of in
a manner designed on a personal level to fit that particular individual.
Let us consider these factors: the individual greatly prefers messages in Russian, s/he
understands the metric system better than the imperial system and, due to social condition-
ing and/or the nature of his/her adversity, has a preferred method in which messages are
delivered. Let’s say that the follow-up ‘ISTR’ (see Table 5.4) told the agent to move right 4
feet. The agent would receive this information and – as the agent program is customized to
the individual – the agent could deliver a customized message in a particular manner. This is
what it would always do for this individual until otherwise directed. The smart environment
is oblivious to this, as it should be.
5.3.4.2 The ‘ISTR’ keyword
‘ISTR ’ is the most versatile of the keywords. It is designed to message instructions. Whether
responding to an ‘ALRT’ or just guiding the agent through a specific task – we use crossing
the road at a signalized crossing in our demonstration – the ‘ISTR’ message is the most
utilized.
Instructions typically start with what to do - go forward: ‘GO’; turn: ‘TURN’, etc. are
described in table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Second level inputs for the ‘ISTR’ Message
Code Explanation
TURN Tells the agent to make a turn, additional codes define the turn
GO Gives the agent the “go” signal.
WAIT Gives the agent a time length of expected wait time before a GO is given.
etc.
Instructions, though, are typically far more complex and thus we define direction codes
(table 5.5) as well as measurement codes (table 5.6). Additionally, numbers are used. Thus
the message builder must put the codes together delimited by dashes, and the parser must
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deconstruct the message in the same order. It is necessary that the message be meaningful.
The use of codes is ideally meant to standardize this communication.
Table 5.5: Additional Codes used for Directions
Code Explanation
FWRD Tells the agent how far to move forward
BKWD Tells the agent how far to move backwards
LEFT Tells the agent how far to move to the left
RGHT Tells the agent how far to move to the right
SLLT Tells the agent how far to move slightly to the left
SLRT Tells the agent how far to move slightly to the right
SHLT Tells the agent how far to move sharply to the left
SHRT Tells the agent how far to move sharply to the right
etc.









5.3.4.3 The ‘RQST’ keyword
‘RQST’ is used to make operational requests. This typically means telling the agent to
download (‘GET’) or upload (‘PUT’) a file, see table 5.7. In the case of download, the file
name must follow the ‘RQST-GET’ message as an additional block, thus given an SE file
named ‘SEInfo.txt’ the request is defined as:
RQST-GET-SEInfo.txt
When it comes to the SE requesting something from the agent, the ‘PUT’ code is used.
We have defined several possible request types in table 5.8.
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Table 5.7: Second level inputs for the ‘RQST’ Message
Code Explanation
GET Tells the agent that a file can be downloaded - Filename is required
PUT Asks for an upload
etc.
Table 5.8: Third level inputs for the ‘RQST-PUT’ Message
Code Explanation
INFO This refers to the agent profile
IMGS Asks for a still frame image
IMGV Asks for a video stream; might be followed by a time length
IMU Asks for IMU readings
etc.
5.4 The Internals of the Smart Environment
The smart environment (SE) is the ‘brain’ of the physical environment. We have stated
earlier that its value is that it ‘knows itself’ – i.e. it has data on itself, knows where it is
located, what can be expected, etc.
What we will discuss here is how it works and how it is meant to interface with agents.
We will first look at the multi processing that underlies the functionality of the SE’s system.
After that we will look at some work, not implemented in the prototype, but definitely good
examples of what we might expect from a smart environment.
We look at the use of an IMU used for personal dead reckoning. The chip is carried in
our prototype by the PIH. After that we will look at some localization algorithms we have
been working on, Thus we have the use of a camera in the agent’s IoT.
5.4.1 A Multi threaded System
The SE will run on a few processes that will always be running. These are:
• The main process: a socket server running on port 4217 in our system. Its purpose is
to interface with agents.
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• The file system watcher: whose function is to monitor the files coming into the system.
• The SE_Process: the main interface with all other system processes.
We can see how each of these processes run on its own thread and has its own triggering
action. This is described in figure 5.20. This and their intercommunication will be shown
further on.
Figure 5.20: Three main threads – each reacting to its own trigger – power the SE
Figure 5.21 shows how these processes run in parallel. The file watcher and SE_Process
threads are started by the main thread at the beginning of the program’s execution.
Here we should talk about colorization. In practice all processes run ‘under the covers’.
It is a seamless operation that goes mostly unnoticed. This is much like the inner workings
of a car or a computer. For visualization purposes alone, we define different colors to each
process, thus being able, in demonstration mode, to clearly see the different processes running
alongside one another. The color scheme is shown in figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: The SE runs a multi threaded program. The key processes are as follows:
the Socket Server - the main process anticipating incoming communication (green); the File
watcher thread, anticipating files arriving in the FTP folder (red); and the background SE
Process (black) which may spawn many other threads as needed
5.4.2 Using an IMU to follow the individual’s movement through
the SE model
We attached an IMU chip to the PIH. The chip set used is the MPU-6050; with the help
of sources such as Electronic Wings1, we were able to get readings from the system.
5.4.2.1 Some definitions
It is necessary to define some things at this point:
Figure 5.22: The MPU 6050-9520 Chip-Set
• IMU – Inertia Measurement Unit, a device combining a gyroscope, an accelerometer
and a magnetometer.
• MPU 6050 (see figure 5.22) – Multi-core Processing Unit, a composite chip set com-
prising the 6050 accelerometer and gyroscope (digital versions) with the MPU 9250
magnetometer (digital compass).
1“MPU6050 (Accelerometer+Gyroscope) Interfacing with Raspberry Pi”, http://www.euroblind.org/
about-blindness-and-partial-sight/facts-and-figures (2017)
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• GPIO – The General Purpose. Input-Output bus on the Raspberry Pi.
• I2C – also I2C, the chip set communications protocol Inter-Integrated Circuit – the
means through which we can read the IMU input and work with it.
Taking our cue from [48] we attached the MPU 6050-9520 to the Raspberry Pi.
Figure 5.23: Diagram detailing how to connect the MPU to the Raspberry PI GPIO
Configuring the MPU 6050 and the Raspberry Pi as defined in figure 5.23, we enabled
I2C on the PIH and managed to get X and Y orientation.
The basic algorithm behind this is:
————————————————————————————–
Get the three gyrometer axis readings (X,Y&Z)
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Get the three accelerometer axis readings (X,Y&Z)
Modify the gyroscope reading by dividing by 131
Modify the accelerometer readings by dividing by 16384.0
X Rotation is based on the ArcTan(y, distance(x,z)) where x, t & z are accelerom-
eter reads modified
Y Rotation is based on the ArcTan(x, distance(y,z)) where x, t & z are accelerom-
eter reads modified
————————————————————————————–
This data can be collected into a string and transmitted to the SE. We did add an
‘RQST-IMU’ code to our pseudo protocol. A separate thread on the PIH might send this
data as it is read either over socket communication, or using Bluetooth LE communication.
We leave this decision to the next phase in developing this system.
5.4.3 Work done on the Liu/Stamos Algorithm
Liu/Stamos [57, 89] is an algorithm designed to aid the texturization of 3D models through
a 2D-3D matching utilizing the lines in the 2D image to be matched to lines found in the
3D model.
5.4.3.1 Relevance to our work
Our scenario works best if we are able to both localize (determine the exact position) to
within a meter, and find the orientation (know which way the subject is facing) of the agent.
Our prototype has a camera. Using a Raspberry Pi Zero W - a Pi Zero with bluetooth
and WiFi on board, we are able to capture still images as well as video streams. With this
in mind, we look at the Liu/Stamos algorithm as a means of determining to within a meter,
the position and orientation of the camera, and thus the individual.
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Within the framework, the SE would house the 3D model, fully marked and labelled.
Thus the image delivered see section 5.5.3 needs to be processed for comparison to the 3D
models.
5.4.3.2 Time required for changing image from RGB to grayscale
The most burdensome process is the translation of the RGB image into a two-dimensional
intensity array. It is in this format that image processing is done.
We found that whether we used numpy in python, or did an RGB to Gray method in
C#, the process was time-consuming. Using MatLab, we were able to get a usable intensity
array extremely fast. We believe that an SE, properly connected to a power grid, and able to
maximize use of CUDA (Nvidia® parallel processing on the GPU) to do the image processing,
will allow for higher definition images, and – hopefully – better results.
5.4.4 Line Segment Detection
The key process on the input side is to define as many true line segments of a certain
minimum length as are determinable in an image.
After testing many other line segment detection algorithms, we hit upon our own algo-
rithm. We believe this to be a very usable line segment detection algorithm.
5.4.4.1 The basic idea
We had looked at Random Hough Transforms. Hough transforms are a classic way of finding
lines in an image. However, when attempting to use this in ‘hard images’ – such as the street
scenes we tested on – the results were unsatisfactory. We took away one useful thing though:
the use of points at a set distance from the target.
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5.4.4.2 Choosing which points to use
We first resize the image (the processing is too much on a simple machine) before eliciting
the grayscale intensity array. Typically a VGA size of 640× 480 pixels works best – images
we started with were 3648 × 2736 a factor of approximately 32 times the optimal size. We
then ran the intensity array through a Canny edge detection algorithm. We then looked at
each pixel considered an edge, see figure 5.24.
Figure 5.24: The possible area where one might find a line segment based on a point at (x, y)
This gives us candidates for a line segment. We define a minimal segment size s. Then
we look at all pixels above the point (thus at y−s for all points (y−s, x+1) to (y−s, x+s).
The reason we do not use the points left of this is that we end up with double segments, each
the inverse of one another. In each case we select candidate segments by choosing pixels on
the selected axis that are edge pixels. Edge pixels are those pixels that are marked by the
positive marker on the edge map. In our process we use black (Intensity 0) as positive and
white (255) as negative as it produces better visualization; we mention this only because it
is necessary to understanding the code.
We then use a recursive Trace() method. Trace() keeps halving itself until it cannot (i.e.
we have a 2 × 2 pixel area or a scalar area (1 × 1). Ahead of this we have determined the
line direction based on the two candidate points we are using at the start. Then when we
look at neighboring pixels we can determine if – by touching – they match the line.
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Figure 5.25: a) A typical straight segment; b) Valid line set at an angle; c) Not acceptable;
d) Pixels in range, but do not touch
5.4.4.3 Tracing the Line
The hardest aspect of finding line segments is being able to successfully trace a line and keep
track of where it is going. Thus we built a Trace() method to do this for us.
Figure 5.25 depicts good line segments - a) being a regular angled line with successive
(x, y) increments, while b) shows a line that does meet requirements but is less regular.
Images c) and d) are bad candidates.
Trace() is a recursive function, taking two points and recursively halving the distance
between them until the two points match. So the function takes four parameters:
bool Trace(Pixel_1, Pixel_2, ref EdgeMap, ref Line)
• EdgeMap is the array telling us if a given pixel is an edge or not. It is retained in
memory by the ref keyword.
• line is the collection of acceptable pixels found.
• Pixel_1 and Pixel_2 are the given candidates being tested.
If Pixel_1 is the same as Pixel_2 we are good and the function returns true.
Otherwise we find the mid-points of the x : (dX) and y : (dY ) values between Pixel_1
and Pixel_2.
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Should both these values be 0, we have touching Pixel_1 and Pixel_2 and can thus
return true.
Thus we need to understand the way the line needs to go.
Given that the y axis increases downwards (top to bottom) in an image, and the x axis
increases going left to right we define a variable Pos1.
We thus calculate:
pos1 = 0;
pos1+ = (Pixel_1.X > Pixel_2.X?2 : 0);
pos1+ = (Pixel_1.Y > Pixel_2.Y ?1 : 0);
Thus arriving at a value between 0 & 3.
0: Pixel_1 is left of and above Pixel_2
1: Pixel_1 is left of and below Pixel_2
2: Pixel_1 is right of and above Pixel_2
3: Pixel_1 is right of and below Pixel_2
Based on this value we define a new pixel at distance dX and dY from each of Pixel_1
and Pixel_2, testing that the point is a valid edge point. If not we return false. Then we
feed each end (Pixel_1 and the new pixel). If true we test the other end (the new pixel
and Pixel_2), thus recursively closing the gap until we get pixels meeting; and then the
unwinding of the Trace() tells us if we have a valid line segment or not.
5.4.5 Testing for overlapping line segments
Once a line segment is defined it is added to a collection of line segments. However, before
adding the segment we test it against the already existing segments.
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We have a method that sorts the pixels in a line segment, removing all double values and
going from the lower x value first then the lower y value. This then defines the line going
from Pixel a to pixel b.
We calculate the gradient of the line segment using:
gradient = (b.y − a.y)/(b.X − a.X)
We then compare each line segment in the collection; and if they share a gradient (within
a certain minimum value, being double precision values) and they share at least one common
pixel, the line segment is merged with the existing line. Then pixels are sorted as before.
Ultimately for each EdgeMap we will get a set of line segments having a minimum length
of that decided on at the start. The line segments were then compared for matching slope
and then for matching pixels in which case they were combined into a single line segment.
We tested many segment lengths, ranging from 5 to 49, coming to the conclusion that a
15 pixel minimum produced sufficient lines while not overdoing it.
Figure 5.26 shows the result of a street scene. We only look at the top 60% of the image
as below this there is too much linear disturbance.
Figure 5.26: An example of a street scene - finding lines of at least 15 pixels in length.
This image resulted in 55 line segments being found, about one half of them being
vertical. The resultant vanishing points were 33 in number, with 11 segments belonging to
one of them, the majority being the result of two segments only.
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5.4.5.1 Possible future research
We hope that this line segment detection algorithm proves useful and that the Liu/Stamos
algorithm can be applied for the purpose we considered it for.
5.4.6 An alternate approach to the localization problem
We also explored the possibility of comparing captured images to indexed images. To do this
we took images from marked places in five of the eight compass directions. If for example,






We took images at marked spaces about 3 feet apart. Each image was then indexed
according to the corner it was on, the way it faced and then the grid position. So if standing
on the North East corner at grid space (4, 6) looking North West, the file index name would
be:
NE_NW_4-6.jpg
We did this for the traffic crossing at 23rd Street and 7th Avenue in New York City,
NY. We found two images we considered our base index images - NE_NW_0-6.jpg and
NE_NW_0-18.jpg
We then used a Local Binary Pattern algorithm to “classify” the images. For our simple
try we used a basic 3× 3 block to derive the LBP values.
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Local Binary Patterns (LBP)
Figure 5.27: Determining a Local Binary Pattern for pixel (x, y)
We converted our images into grayscale arrays. Then we looked at each pixel in the
center of the grid (see Figure 5.27), going counter-clockwise around the central pixel from
the bottom left. In each case we compared the pixel intensity to that in the center. If the
pixel matched or was greater in value we gave it a 1 otherwise a 0. We then added the eight
values together such that each pixel was multiplied by 2x where x is the place value of the
pixel, lower left being 0, lower middle – 1 and so forth until the center left pixel (last in
the series x = 7). Each pixel thus has a value between 0 and 255. We then generated a
histogram of each set of 4 values (0− 3 being the first set and 252− 255 being the 64th value
in the histogram).









We took as our base the image NE_NW_0-18 – see figure 5.28.
Figure 5.29 compares another image (NE_NW_6-0.jpg) to our base image. This image
is a positive match as it has the same start and target directions. The comparison result for
this with the base is 58.71.
Figure 5.30 shows a comparison between the base and a negative match (NE_SE_4-6.jpg
faces the South East – a 180° difference in orientation). The comparison score for this is:
207.06.
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Figure 5.28: Our basis for comparison
Figure 5.29: A good positive match
We see that while there is a moderate difference in ‘good’ vs. ‘bad’ matches, there is still
room for improvement. Consideration of partitioning the images such that we get a pattern
for sections which can then be compared might yield better results, as might LBPs using a
greater pixel neighborhood.
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Figure 5.30: A negative match - facing a different direction
5.5 Initial Contact - the ‘Handshake’
With the SE up and running, it waits for an agent to connect. The agent, for its part,
connects to the access point. Once satisfied that it has the necessary contact information –
the SE’s IP Address and Port – an ‘IDEN’ message is sent to the SE. In certain cases several
smart environments may be within communication reach – consider the subway to street
changeover described in section 4.3; therefore, it is important for the agent to be sure it has
the right SE. A very specific message is then sent to the SE. It has the format:
AGNT-Agent_ID-Port
For our example, given agent mg123, working on port 4217 the message would read:
AGNT-mg123-4217
Thus, given the keyword ‘AGNT’, the SE is made aware of a new agent connection. The
agent’s ID and communications port is passed to the SE. It is not necessary to pass the IP
Address as this is captured when the socket communication is intercepted by the SE.
An agent object of class (C#) is generated (partial description):
————————————————————————————–
class Agent{
ID - a string value - in our example: mg123
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IPAddress - a string value representing the IPv4 address of the contact
Port - an integer value - in our example: 4217




This object is added to the global List<> structure named AgentList . An agent thread
specific to that agent is started.
For visualization purposes, this thread is shown in black text on a yellow background.
5.5.1 Naming of Agent Produced Files
At this juncture it is necessary to discuss the naming of files produced by the agent to be




The agent ID is a necessity. It is used to associate the file with an agent in the SE
processing. The file type indicates what kind of file it is. We have used two types in our
prototype: ‘img’ and ‘xml’, defining an image file and an XML document. We suggest using
this technique for other file types as well. An example might be ‘imu’ defining an IMU
readings file. Thus a profile file may be named:
mg123_xml_Fri-Mar-29-2019.xml
thus denoting an XML file from agent ‘mg123’ created on Friday, March 29, 2019. The date
stamp is helpful in the SE processing system to differentiate between file versions.
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An image captured at time 13:23:33 on the same day might be named:
mg123_img_Fri-Mar-29-13z23z33-2019.jpg
Here the date stamp is derived from the Python 2.7 time.ctime() – which is the current
time format. It is worth having the profile file contain information on behalf of the SE about
the language used to aid in parsing.
5.5.2 Finalizing the Handshake
Figure 5.31 describes this process. Once the connections are established and the agent thread
is running, the SE will prompt the agent for its profile. This profile is an XML file described
in section 4.5.3. The SE will prompt the agent with the message:
RQST-PUT-INFO
The agent will then respond with an FTP ‘put’ – upload. Based on criteria the SE has
provided, the agent generates the FTP transaction. The SE has designated a folder; in our
prototype this is folder <FTP>. The File Watcher (FW) process ‘sees’ the file and lets the
SE_Process know about it. The internals of this communication are detailed further on in
section 5.6.
Figure 5.32 shows how this is then handled once the SE_Process has received the message
about the file. Once this information has been collected, the SE_Process is able to make
decisions on how to proceed.
At this time, the SE sees that the agent wants information from the SE. For the prototype,
we have a single file, SEInfo.txt. The SE will send a message to the agent’s PIH:
RQST-GET-SEInfo.txt
Thus, the SE tells the agent to download (FTP ‘get’) a file named SEInfo.txt. This file
resides in the appropriate folder on the SE server.
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Figure 5.31: Once the agent has signed in to the SE, an interaction of ‘getting to know you’
– i.e. the handshake – takes place
Figure 5.32: The agent sends the XML document to the SE. It is caught by the File watcher
and sent to an XML parser for decoding into usable data.
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5.5.3 SE requests an image to determine where the agent is in its
model
For our prototype scenario, our agent ‘mg123’ has a camera. This information was captured
by the SE from the XML profile. This is discussed in appendices 5.4.3 & 5.4.6. For now we
concentrate on the SE requesting a still image – as opposed to a video stream.
Fig 5.33 describes the cycle. The SE sends out a message – always to the agent’s PIH
(Personal Information Hub). The message is:
RQST-PUT-IMGS
The request is simple. The agent’s PIH will then intercept the message and then send it
on to the _Cam device.
Figure 5.33: The SE – knowing that the agent has a camera – requests a still image from the
agent. Thus an algorithm is run to define precise location and orientation in the SE model.
The _Cam device will snap an image, decide on the time (as shown before) and send a
file named something like this:
mg123_img_Sat-Mar–9-16z15z13-2019.jpg
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The SE will receive this file which will be sent to the FTP folder. FW sees the file and
can associate it with agent ‘mg123’. It then lets the SE_Process ‘know’ about the file. The
SE_Process takes it from there.
5.5.4 The File Watcher process
The FW process has but one real function - to monitor files arriving in the FTP folder. The
FW process can determine which agent has delivered the file because the first element of the
file name is the agent ID. To aid with file management, a sub-folder named with the agent’s
ID is created if it does not already exist. For agent ‘mg123’, a folder named <mg123>
will exist by the end of this process. A copy of the file is put into this new folder. Due to
multi threading issues, it is not possible to change or delete the file in the <FTP> folder.
Thus a cleanup method may be considered for when the agent disconnects from the system.
5.6 Messaging Protocol
Between all these processes we need some method of communication. This is done through
messaging. We have already seen how the SE and agent interact with messages sent over
socket communication. However, inside the SE, this is a little different.
At this time our prototype has two distinct message types:
1. Agent Messages
2. SE Messages
Agent messages are written to an agent object based on agent ID. The agent class is
defined with a Message queue (see section 5.5 for a fuller description). The Agent thread
associated with that agent ID will ‘see’ the message on the queue and react to it accordingly.




AgentID - a string value associating the message with an agent
Message - a queue data structure
}
————————————————————————————–
Instances of the SE_Message class are collected in the global Messages Queue data
structure. The SE_Process thread ‘waits’ for these messages. The AgentID associates the
SE_Message with a specific agent. The SE_Process can loop through all agents to find the
appropriate one; then if necessary, a message is written to that agent’s queue.
At this time we associate a specific SE_Message with a specific agent. In later renderings
this might change. An SE_Process might not get a message specific to any agent, or, perhaps
get one meant for a list of specific agents. As it stands now, a non-agent specific message
would have a null AgentID, and a message dealing with multiple agents would be repeated
several times, each one with an agent ID in the list.
Figure 5.34: The processing of an image file, through the processes and back to the agent
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Figure 5.34 describes how all of these interactions would work for our previous example
of the SE requesting an image from the agent.
1. The _Cam device captures an image and uploads the file to the <FTP> folder.
2. The FW process ‘sees’ the new file and handles it.
3. The FW creates an SE_Message with the file name. An image file from agent ‘mg123’
named ‘mg123_img_Mon-Mar-11-16z50z28-2019.jpg’ would create the SE_Message:
AgentID : mg123
Message: FILE-mg123_img_Mon-Mar-11-16z50z28-2019.jpg
This alerts the SE_Process to a file associated with agent ‘mg123’, with the file name
provided.
4. The SE_Process ‘sees’ the SE_Message and does what it needs to do.
Having decided what action to take, it might create an Agent.Message.
5. When the agent thread ‘sees’ the message on its queue, it will react accordingly.
6. In this case it sends a message to the agent.
To summarize this process we can show how the cycle is completed in figure 5.35.
5.7 An example of a conversation
As discussed in section 4.2 and described in figure 4.5, once an agent has connected and com-
pleted the ‘handshake’ the SE and agent enter into a conversation. Part of this conversation
is the SE issuing instructions based on an agent’s needs.
For the demonstration of our prototype, we constructed a short scenario.
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Figure 5.35: The complete communication cycle
5.7.1 The agent gets oriented in front of the signalized crosswalk.
In section 5.5.3, the SE asked for a still image. The purpose was to ascertain where the
individual was in respect to the physical environment and ascertain his/her orientation. In
addition, the SE has surveillance cameras that can keep track of where the agents are with
reference to other objects, people and vehicles and their positions at any time during a
conversation process.
In this very specific case, it is realized that the agent needs to move forward two feet and
then turn slightly to the right at which time s/he would be ready to cross the street. The
SE sends the following messages to the agent:
ISTR-FWRD-2-FT
ISTR-TURN-SLRT
We note that this coded message is sent to the agent’s PIH. In our demo, the message
is written to the terminal in a normalized version of English. However, this is where the
agent’s IoT would kick in and give the instructions a meaningful interpretation. If this is
needed in another language, the agent takes on this responsibility. Should the individual need
translation into other units of measure, again, the agent can do the necessary conversions.
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In all of the above cases, the SE has no need to facilitate these idiosyncratic aspects of the
conversation. The agent ‘knows’ the individual and can therefore control information such
that the person gets the aid s/he requires.
5.7.2 The agent is where s/he needs to be in order to cross
The SE ‘sees’ that our agent has gotten to where s/he needs to be. The SE then issues an
alert:
ALRT-STOP
The use of an ‘ALRT’ emphasizes the urgency of the instruction. ‘STOP’ very distinctly
means do not go on. Here the agent is at the curb facing the crosswalk and has a red
pedestrian light in front of him/her.
The SE mollifies the ‘ALRT’ with an instruction, giving context to the alert:
ISTR-WAIT-7-SEC
Here the SE system has received data from the traffic lights. It gives the agent the
information: “Wait, you have 7 seconds before the light changes”. This is a vast improvement
on the accessible pedestrian signal which just beeps ‘wait’ several times. It also means that
the agent can give this information without alerting the neighborhood each time!
5.7.3 The light changes and the agent can go
As time passes, the light goes green. The SE sends the message:
ISTR-GO-22-SEC
The simple message lets the agent know a) that s/he can go and b) how long a light s/he
has to finish crossing.
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5.7.4 A problem arises during the crossing!
As the individual moves across the zebra crossing, a problem arises. A car turns onto the
street and waits. This is very typical in a New York City scenario and a sighted person can
see and react accordingly. Our agent is blind and needs to be told what is happening.
The SE issues an alert:
ALRT-CAR-In front of you
Here we show that the ‘ALRT’ can be descriptive. The code ‘CAR’ informs the agent of the
issue at hand. In this case a car is in the way. We have not developed the more intricate
coding of the message, so provide a textual explanation. This is something that needs to
worked on when a fuller taxonomy is developed.
5.7.5 Instructing the agent on what to do




The agent gets instruction on how best to navigate the offending vehicle, i.e. go left 2
feet, then go forward. By the way, you now have 16 seconds left to cross.
5.8 Discussion
This prototype was built to illustrate how our framework would work. In previous chapters
we discussed the need for such a framework. Then we delineated how the framework could
be constructed. In this chapter we illustrated our hands-on proof of concept. We trust that




We discovered what has been developed in assistive technology in our literature review
(Chapter 2). We then explored what we considered the problem of adoptability of these
solutions as they pertain to ONM in chapter 3. We diagnosed this apparent lack of adopt-
ability and then devised our solution to address this issue in the form of our framework based
on mobile cyber-physical systems. Once we defined our solution, we generated a scenario,
showing how we expect this new approach to facilitate the ONM needs of a totally blind
individual named Bob. Based on the scenario, we constructed a proof-of-concept prototype
in which we show how this could work.
Our system clearly shows that we are able to integrate all aspects of an environment’s
information. The SE_Process in the prototype exposes an interface to any other processes
being managed by the SE, be they traffic signal information — similar to the functioning
of the accessible pedestrian signal; the surveillance information; or all other environmental
data that can be collected and processed.
The ‘agent’ defined in our concept meets the criteria of an individual outfitted with mobile
devices and other IoT peripherals. These communicate with the environment, getting ‘real
time’ data about the environment and goings on within.
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The framework is designed to let the environment perform most of the heavy computation
and storage tasks. This allows much more functionality for many more individuals whose
devices, due to their lightweight and mobile nature, are not overly taxed by what is demanded
of them.
Finally, the disjoint, ad hoc networking that underlies the agent-SE interface demon-
strates how easy it would be to update or upgrade any part of the system while not affecting
the system as a whole. In this way, seamless enhancing of any SE or agent’s IoT is possible.
Furthermore, we have clearly exhibited in our prototype how relatively affordable it is to
outfit a VIP. Our entire prototype could be rebuilt for as little as $200 or less.
6.1 Looking Ahead
At this stage, we have defined our framework. We have shown how it can work through the
prototype we built as a proof of concept. We have considered how certain tasks could be
handled by the SE.
However, our work results in many open areas for further research. This mobile cyber-
physical systems framework does not provide solutions as much as it provides the framework
for solutions. It is our intention that the framework should be robust enough to support
affordable solutions using current technology. Even more importantly, the framework should
also be flexible enough to allow researchers and practitioners to adopt the best technology
in the future without limiting their innovative design ingenuity.
We addressed the limits of the classic approach to assistive technology. We said, “let
the agent do its best to represent the individual in cyberspace and the SE do its best to
represent the environment in cyberspace”. We have shown how this can be done.
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6.1.1 Localization Issues
In the call for proposals defined by the New York City Department of Transportation in
conjunction with the City of Barcelona, Spain in the Fall of 20171 part of the definition
was to be able to localize a blind individual to within a meter of his/her position. We
have shown how the Liu/Stamos algorithm may solve this problem, but this needs to be
thoroughly considered. Proper experimentation using a true 3D model of an environment
with prior processing of the model needs to be set up. Then testing this by having the agent
come into the environment and verifying this localization algorithm is a possible way to go.
We looked at how other computer vision algorithms might deal with this problem. Com-
puter Vision is the machine comprehension of an image. The sentient gap between what
classic algorithms are able to achieve and what we would like them to achieve is currently
unbridgeable. As with Machine Learning problems, the understanding of the constraints are
the primary issue. External information, if it can be garnered, goes a long way to alleviating
this issue. Thus one can now ask, can this mobile cyber-physical systems framework improve
this situation and, perhaps, narrow the sentient gap?
6.1.2 Security
We did not worry overly much about security concerns in our prototype. This was not
because we did not consider them, but in prototyping, this is allowable. If, however, this
framework is to be implemented, the security aspect, combined with the requirement allowing
any agent to connect with any SE needs to be addressed.
1This has since taken place, and now there are new challenges. The Call for Innovations: Enhancing
Mobility for the Blind and Low Vision Community on https://www1.nyc.gov/html/cfi/html/DOT/ and
on https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/ show that this challenge still persists in various guises.
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6.1.3 Improving the communications protocol
We developed a very small set of message codes/keywords. For the purposes of our demo
defining our prototype, we developed a basic taxonomy. Should the framework be adopted,
many more situations might need to be addressed. Also, the agent-SE interface may yet
become far more complex. Thus the development of a solid taxonomy that can be applied
no matter the situation might need to be developed.
6.1.4 Device and Power Issues
We chose to utilize the Raspberry Pi. Its low cost and availability, as well as the cheap
peripherals and the ease of exchanging micro-SD cards make this device very versatile. There
are issues with these devices though: power management is a major issue; and the longevity of
the device is also to be considered. Other research uses the smartphone. Yet, this raises two
major concerns: heavy use of a smartphone abuses the phone’s battery, and the smartphone
was designed to receive phone calls – an obvious distraction to any application running on
it.
We think that there is a space to develop more sustainable devices. Utilizing the benefits
of the single board computer with the on-board power that comes with the smartphone may
be combined into a new device that can be employed in this framework.
6.2 Conclusion
We have looked at the issue of aiding visually impaired people with orientation, navigation
and mobility. We delved into what is currently the state of the art and challenged the
findings. In our survey we highlighted a well known but little mentioned fact: of all the
assistive technology being developed for orientation and navigation, little, if any, are actually
being utilized by more than a few avid testers. We believe the root cause of the problem is
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the passive design approach and looked to building an interactive approach to improve this
situation.
This goes beyond the needs of people with disabilities. Our mobile cyber-physical systems
approach fits nicely into a larger emerging technology platform where vehicles are talking to
vehicles (V2V) and vehicles are talking to infrastructure (V2I).
Smart environments will become a reality of the near future. Let’s make sure that when
created they meet the needs of people with disabilities when they enter the mainstream.
We built our prototype as a means of demonstrating how this could work. It is a long
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Appendix A
Configurations of devices used in the
Prototype
A.1 Router
The router used was configured in the following way:
• Installed Pulpstone openwrt router package version 10.06.1 on an Raspberry Pi 3 model
B Rev 1.2
• Kernel version 4.9.120
• Router IPv4 address 192.168.42.1/24 with mask 255.255.255.0
• Lan bridge to networks: eth0, WLAN1, radio1.network1
• DHCP start at 100 with limit of 150
• Wireless SSID mgzzap
• Encryption WPA2 PSK (CCMP)
• Radio1 enabled
A.2 SE_Prototype
The smart environment SE_Prototype was configured along these lines:
• The FTP Server is Filezilla 0.9.60 Beta
©2007-2016, Tim Kosse
https://filezilla-project.org/
• Set up a client – we used ‘mgclient’
• Set up a passkey – we used ‘mg17zz42’
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• Set up a port for FTP (other than the default port – 21) – we used 2121
• (If required) go to Windows Firewall and be sure to allow port 2121
• To run our code you should have a copy of Visual Studio version 2015 or later. (needed
to make subtle changes)
A.3 Working on the Agent
For development purposes, we used Bitvise SSH Client. This gave us access to the terminal
view of the Pi’s system. We used ‘nano’ as the editor. Note – the Pi 3+ has on-board WiFi
and Bluetooth, otherwise you need the appropriate dongles.
A.3.1 PIH
For the PIH, you need to be sure to:
• Have Python running on the machine – we used Python 2.7. Our FTP routines do not
work with Python 3.
• Enable WiFi and create:
– An SSID to connect to – we used ‘mgzzap’
– A passkey to the SSID – we used ‘ng17zz42’
Note – these attributes have to match the SSID and passkey used for the router.
• - If using a chip-set, such as the IMU, you need to enabled i2c
• If intending to work on the Pi, you will need to enable SSH
A.3.2 The camera device
Preparation is similar to the PIH. Note, if using a Raspberry Pi Zero, it may be worth setting
up on a regular PI then transferring the SD card. A Pi Zero W will have on-board Bluetooth
and WiFi, otherwise you need to add dongles, which is difficult on a Pi Zero.
For using the camera:
• In raspi-config - enable camera
• Test that it is properly connected using : sudo vcgencmd get_camera
You should get supported: 1 detected: 1
Supported means the camera can be connected, if not ‘supported’ you have a problem.
If detected = 0, check you camera connection, making sure the ribbon is the right way
around and the pins are in straight.
If all is good, try take an image using: sudo raspistill -v -o my.jpg, where my.jpg
is the name of the output file.
Test that the file is on the card by using: ls my.jpg
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